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Short and Long -Range Considerations
in Cost Analyses
by STERLING K. ATKINSON
Vice - Provost an d Treasurer, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.

A cumulative, gradual —and perhaps accelerating —trend to tailoring
accounting tools to short -run conditions in order to provide management with facts with which to face up to day -to -day problems, is noted
by the present author, who also feels that this influence has tended
to dominate current thinking. He suggests that most accounting tools
(such at break -even analysis, variability analysis, marginal costs, joint
cost allocation, and costs for make or buy alternatives and inventory
valuation) are susceptible of being so handled that both short and
long -run considerations are disclosed in the development of costs for
decision making.

HE CONSIDERABLE D E V E LOPM E N T o f

n e w cost

analysis tools, has resulted
T from the need for day -to -day decisions and reflects
a considerable shift of
industrial accounting thinking to short -run problems and short -nun considerations. Moreover, these day -to -day decisions frequently involve only fragments
of the total enterprise and tend to be decided on a short -run basis, rather than
a long -run basis. To this development is related the concept of "different costs
for different purposes" which presents one danger, i. e., non - recognition of the
fact that the various cost computations have the same underlying principles but
differ essentially only with respect to the time factor. For example, when products are costed on a "full cost" basis, provision is made for the inclusion of
both direct and constant costs. On the other hand, when a replacement decision
is under study, the tendency is to restrict the comparison of alternatives to variable costs. The same type of distinction is found in comparing the costs of the
normal volume of product and the cost of "extra" business.
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This shift in basis may lead to confused thinking, both on the part of the
accountant and of management unless the basis of the decision is clearly recognized in each case. Some decisions can be made on either a short -run or a long run basis and the choice is a matter of judgment. The danger encountered in
the making of frequent day -to -day decisions on a short -run basis, is that of losing perspective and failing to maintain a proper balance between short and
long -run considerations. It must be recognized that the day -to -day operations are
to the year's operations as the sum of the parts is to the whole.
This paper, therefore, is devoted to a discussion of the time factor as it relates to certain common problems of cost analysis. These problems relate to
break -even analysis, pricing, cost - reduction, replacement decisions, and make -orbuy decisions. This appears to be a diversified group of topics, but the same
principles underlie all of them. Also, the time factor is important in all of
them and it is particularly in this connection that the industrial accountant should
strive for consistency. To answer one question on a short -range basis and another on a long -range basis, without recognizing the difference, leads to confusion in the minds of both accountants and management.
The Time Factor in Break -Even and Variability Analysis
Some of our new concepts have to be used with care, otherwise they can lead
the unwary to fallacious assumptions. As an example of this danger, the reader
is reminded of the elementary form of break -even chart illustrated in Exhibit I.
The chart is a very useful means of portraying the relation of cost, volume, and
profit under a given set of conditions. However, it can also be misinterpreted.
For instance, the unwary can easily jump to the inference that profit is earned
only on the last sales made. This idea is inconsistent with the principles of
accrual accounting. This is not to say that the chart is wrong but that it must be
interpreted correctly. The error can be avoided by remembering that the horizontal axis of the chart measures quantity, not time. The sales and cost curves do
not measure the passage of time but merely show total relationships for different
volumes assumed for any given time period. Nevertheless, it must be recognized
that the break -even chart does have a time characteristic. Its portrayal applies
only to a specific set of circumstances: specified fixed costs, specified variability of
variable costs, and uniform pricing. The moment any of these factors change,
new relationships must be charted.
Variability analysis is another area involved. It is generally recognized that
one of the most difficult and most important analyses of costs relates to the determination of the variability characteristics of the various costs incurred by a
344
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EXHIBIT 1

may be greatly affected by the decision to base it on short -run or long run considerations. For example, practice in the determination of fixed costs
ranges all the way from treating only
stand -by costs as fixed to classifying
all costs as fixed except those which
will vary between two intermediate
points on the break -even chart. In this
latter case, the classification embraces
ma ny c osts o f a mi xed o r semi - va r ia ble

nature. The choice of classification
generally is guided by "practical" considerations. It helps one's understanding,
however, if it is recognized that the difference rests primarily on the short timeness or long - timeness of management's outlook, and also on the purpose
for which the classification is made. For cost control purposes, the viewpoint
may be extremely short, while for other purposes, it may be much longer. Hence
the need for a clear recognition of the purpose as it relates to the time factor.

The Tim e Factor in Product Costing for Pricing Purposes
Then, there is the movement toward thinking in terms of marginal costs.
Incremental costing quite properly has claimed much of our attention in recent
years. For a long time, industrial accountants have been familiar with the idea
of special pricing on a marginal cost basis but, in the past, have associated it
mainly with short -run situations in which the firm could bolster sagging profits
by special -price deals. Now, however, there is mounting evidence that marginal
costing is becoming quite common, whether this departure from "full" costing
for pricing purposes is designed to obtain badly needed volume, as in the case
of a firm in difficult circumstances, or is motivated by the idea, apparently held
by a number of successful companies, that full cost has little significance in
limiting or otherwise determining the prices they can charge for a particular
product.
There is considerable evidence of the fact that marginal costing has become
quite common but mention here must be confined to a recent study by Professor
James S. Earley ( "Marginal Policies of 'Excellently Managed' Companies,"
The American Economic Review, March 1956, pp. 44 -70). This study included
a questionnaire survey of 110 companies to determine the influence on leading
N O V E M B E R , 1956
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American manufacturing firms of the recent emphasis by cost accountants
and management consultants on "principles of accounting analysis and decision making that are essentially 'marginalist' in character and implications." The
tenor of the results of the survey is that marginalism is the order of the day.
Since marginalism would appear to emphasize the short -run viewpoint, the
study was also directed towards the possibility of reconciling the short -run
and long -run viewpoints. The key to this question appears to lie in the great
emphasis today on innovation in products and methods, Professor Earley
comments:
"The responses show a definite preponderance of short-range over long -range horizons,
a preponderantly rapid pace of innovation, and prevailing sharp recognition of its
implications. This is especially notable in the view, expressed by almost nine - tenths
of the respondents, that staying abreast or out ahead in the innovation race is more
important to their long -range business success than a defensive policy of basing prices
closely on costs."
The study seems to indicate that there is a recognition of the difference between long and short range considerations but that the rapidity of change in
the business world has increased the importance of short range decisions. The
foregoing study was confined to large, multi- product, multimarket companies.
Presumably many of the marginal -cost priced products are actually planned in
advance and budgeted. Moreover, it should be recognized that in the cases
studied, the pricing was not necessarily below full cost. The significant fact for
us, in this paper, is the substitution of marginal costs for full costs in management decisions, and its relation to the time factor.

Balancing of Considerations In Special Pricing
In recognition of the fact that many companies occasionally do charge prices
on less than a full -cost basis in order to increase or maintain profit, let us turn
now to a brief analysis of the limitations of this practice. It should be remembered that it is axiomatic that special price business must never be allowed to
crowd out regular -price business. The following facts are assumed in a simplified situation:
$

100 units
$10,000.
100.
80 units
2,000.

$

Capacity of plant
Fixed costs
Variable costs per unit of product
Normal volume
Desired profit

At normal volume, full cost per unit would be:
Cia $100.
TOTAL
Cost per unit
Sales price to realize desired profit
346

$10,000.
8,000.
$18,000.
225.

$

Fixed cost
Variable cost, 80

f

250.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

If normal volume were contracted for in advance, twenty additional units
could be sold (with proper timing) during the year at any price in excess of
$100 per unit and the excess would represent increased profit. But, frequently, the target volume is sought on a day -to -day basis and the management
has to accept a mixture of full -price and special -price business in order to keep
the plant well occupied. It is in this type of situation that marginal cost data
must be supplemented by knowledge of all costs. Day -to -day (short -run pricing) must be tempered by longer range considerations. In the exemplified situation, what mixture of full -price and special -price business will meet the profit
requirement of $2,000 for the period? Since the capacity is assumed to be 100
units, it follows that under extreme circumstances the average sales price must
not fall below $220 per unit if a total profit of $2,000 is to be realized. But,
in such case, unit sales must be at full capacity as follows:
100 units @ $ 220

Sales,

Costs:
Fixed
Variable, 100 units @ $100

$22,000.

;10,000.
10,000.

Profit

20,000.
$ 2,000.

It becomes clear that, since the mixing of full -price and special -price sales
may start at the very beginning of the period, it is necessary to have some ready
guide to the effect of the mixture on the conditions required to earn the desired profit. The following table shows the required sales in units to earn
$2,000 during the period under different average prices:
Average price per unit

Number of units required to be sold_

$250.
240.
230.
220.

80
86
92
100

The required number can be calculated for any average price by the formula:
Fixed cost + Desired profit
X—Average price — Variable unit cost

Computed on the basis of an average price of $240, it would read
X =

10,000 + 2,000
- - -- 240— 100

— 86 (85.7)

The foregoing example is greatly simplified through using only one product
and assuming straight -line variability of variable costs. It serves, however, to
illustrate the principles involved and to emphasize the need for testing today's
decisions against future results. The formula used is of the break -even family
NOVEMBER, 1936
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of formulae and simply states that sufficient units must be sold to permit the
excess return over variable costs to fully recover the fixed costs and desired
profit. Since, in this example, it would be possible to compute a cumulative
weighted average sale price per unit daily, or as often as circumstances dictate,
the use of the average to date in the formula facilitates a quick computation of
the required unit sales for the period. This quantity, less the quantity already
made and sold, indicates the remaining necessary quota, which can readily be
matched with the capacity available during the balance of the period. Exhibit
2 illustrates the problem graphically.
The Time Factor in Accounting for Joint Costs
joint costs also present the problem we have been considering. They are
found in both manufacturing and non - manufacturing operations. Whether or
not to attempt to allocate them to various products or product lines or sales
territories or other segments of the business, is always an important question.
The question is significant, first, because of the difficulty of many of the allocations. As a company's operations are increasingly segmented into specialized
plants and product centers, the problem becomes less significant, although there
always is a residue of costs to be accounted for in one manner or another. Where
joint costs predominate, the difficulty of a proper allocation is quite obvious.
The allocation question is also important because of the bearing which allocation or non - allocation has on the utility of profit and loss data for management.
For one example of the relevancy of the question, reference is made to the
variation in company practice in the preparation of product profit and loss statements. Some companies follow the practice of attempting to allocate all costs
to product lines and to classify all items on the operating statement on this basis.
Other companies, on the other hand, charge product lines only with costs which
can be readily identified with them and then treat the other costs as pool costs
which must be recovered from the total profit. This latter practice varies still
further in that some companies apply it only to joint non - manufacturing costs,
while others apply it to all joint costs, both manufacturing and non- manufacturing.
In selecting a reporting policy for a particular firm, it is suggested that,
again, the time factor is important. The nonallocation method seems to be
more useful in short -run decisions but potentially dangerous in long -range decisions. As stated in N.A.C.A. Research Series No. 19, "Assignment of Non Manufacturing Costs for Managerial Decisions," (equally applicable to certain
manufacturing costs), it is "clear that both approaches, the net -profit approach
348
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EXHIBIT 2

and the contribution- margin approach, are useful and, in a sense, complementary." The first approach is primarily a long -run approach, whereas the latter
is useful in short -run periods for which costs are fixed, it being recognized that
certain costs may not be affected by immediate choice of alternatives, but may
be changed by managerial action in the cast of long range decisions.
The Tim e Factor in Cost Reduction Replacement Decisions
The pricing problem has been the express or implied setting of much of
what has been said here, but the factor of time is not restricted to pricing deN O V E M B E R , 1956
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cisions. It also applies to certain types of cost decisions not related to pricing
of products. Cost reduction replacement decisions provide one example. Admitting that, practically, most of these decisions are based on estimated savings
in direct costs, principally labor, nevertheless, to the extent that indirect costs
such as power and space are considered, the question of time becomes important.
It has been stated, and the author himself has subscribed to the view, that with
reference to indirect costs, only cash savings should be considered. He has
stated (Sterling K. Atkinson, "Replacing Long -Life Assets for Cost Reduction,"
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, Section 1, September 1950, p. 20) :

"Cash costs not yet incurred are the only costs that can be saved through replacement. Moreover, since the objective is cost reduction, only those cash costs need be
considered which will vary with the choice....
"An illustration of the problem of measuring the cash saving of an indirect cost
relates to power consumption. While from a physical viewpoint power consumption
is a direct function of equipment operation, from a cost viewpoint this is not entirely the case. It is quite possible, for example, to measure the saving in kilowatt
hours of electricity or pounds of steam to be obtained from a given replacement, but
the replacement analysis is normally concerned only with savings which carry through
to dollars. This is peculiarly a cost accounting function and involves the separation of
the fixed and variable costs of power production, since only the variable costs can be
saved.
"Prorated costs present a similar problem. They are a factor in the comparison only
to the extent that the total outlay for these costs is affected by the choice to replace or
not to replace. The fact that the new equipment may require less space should not be
considered unless it actually affects the company's outlay for space and does not
merely result in a different allocation of the space costs to various departments or cost
centers. The same observation may be made concerning service department costs and
general plant overhead costs. On the other hand, reduced space requirement may represent a very real saving in an expanding business and there are cases in which replacements may effect reduction of service department and other plant overhead costs."
The one additional comment which I would add here to the foregoing observations, concerns the comparative significance of the short and long range viewpoints. While recognition is accorded in the foregoing quotation to the possible future uses of freed space and the costs related to such uses, perhaps some
reference should also have been made to management's obligation to utilize as
effectively as possible, all the assets at its command. Granting the validity of
the proposition that, in the short run, only immediately realizable cash savings
should be considered and recognizing that many replacement decisions are
short -run in nature, nevertheless, from the long -range viewpoint, all assets
should be economized to the greatest extent possible. Perhaps, the freed facilities have no ascertainable alternative use at present, but what of management's
obligation constantly to discover ways of greater utilization?
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Time Factor in Make -or -Buy Decisions. a ad,in inventory Theory
Another instance of possible conflict between short and long range viewpoints is found in the area of make -or -by decisions. For example, let it be assumed that a component part which can be purchased in the desired quantity at
a unit price of $40, is now being made at a unit cost of $45, including the
absorption of $10 of fixed burden. Obviously, there is something wrong with
our operation if an outside supplier can underprice our own department and
still make a profit. Should we abandon the operation and buy from the outside supplier? Here again, the time factor is the key to the question. So long
as $5 per unit is saved toward the recovery of fixed cost, we will not abandon
the department unless we find better uses for the fixed facilities. But in the
long run, should not this be our purpose?
This question, like the preceding one, is really elementary but it illustrates
the need for two sets of answers. It not only requires a constant awareness of
the time factor on the part of the industrial accountant, but it also places on
him the responsibility of keeping management's perspective properly balanced
as between the immediate present and the future. The analysis may indicate a
negative answer to the replacement or make -or -buy question under the prevailing circumstances, but if there is something wrong with the entire situation, which, if changed, would result in a different analysis, that fact also
should be reported.
The time factor is also relevant to inventory valuation. It is not intended to
review in detail the arguments for and against the inclusion of fixed costs in
inventory. Much has already been written on the subject and, undoubtedly, the
final word has not yet been written on it. The author does wish to point out,
however, that, if ever a final agreement is reached on this difficult philosophical
problem, he believes the analysis will be based on a recognition and evaluation
of the time factor in the logic of product costing. Whether constant costs of
capacity are merely availability costs chargeable to the period, or whether they
are properly classifiable as product costs, is a philosophical question which (apart
from practical considerations brought on by tax legislation, etc.) probably can
be resolved only by reference to the time factor.
A New Task —To Reconcile Short and Long Run Considerations
With all of our modern tools in the field of industrial accounting, there still
is no substitute for managerial judgment. The tools, properly used, aid greatly
in arriving at decisions and the wealth of data now being made available to
NOVEMBER, 1956
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management by industrial accountants ensures better informed judgments than
have been possible heretofore. On the other hand, the new data also disclose
new problems calling for judgment. It is a common experience that refinements
of knowledge present, as well as solve, problems.
Whether as a result, as a cause, or by accident, the developments in the field
of managerial cost analysis coincide with major changes in industry. In corporate organization, technology, and methods, the business world is moving
rapidly into new patterns the shape of which can still be seen only dimly. These
changes present great opportunities to the industrial accountant and correspondingly great obligations.
The obligations concern not only the development of new data —new costs
for new purposes —but also the proper interpretation of the data to management. Because of the nature of many of the new developments in costing, the
concept of time as a factor in decisions has assumed new and great significance.
The accountant must be fully cognizant of the time factor as it applies in different cost situations, and must make management aware of it, too. In discharging these obligations, the accountant must be able both to distinguish between,
and to reconcile, short and long range considerations and objectives. Once he
has acquired this farility, the several costing tools and the several costing problems become part of one uniform pattern of cost analysis.
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Replacing the Myth of Fixed and Variable Costs
by ROLFE WYER
Plant Comptroller, Solor Aircraft Company, San Diego, California

Regarding division of costs into fixed and variable categories as an
unsatisfactory device in theory and application, the author of This
article traces The rise of this segregation as a governing concept in
cost control, introduces illustrative material attacking its validity.
Proceeding to the positive side, he outlines six groupings of cost
for use in realistic control and formulates work guides or viewpoints
for its achievement.

T

HE STUDY of THE

relationship between cost and volume has been fun-

damental in all modern cost accounting literature. Basic to this study has
is

the purpose of this paper to
been the concept of fixed and variable costs. It
re- examine the relationship between cost and volume, to test from a theoretical
point of view the validity of the division of costs into fixed and variable elements, and to offer precepts for the industrial accounting profession in their
analysis of costs and volume.
The study of cost and volume relationships has been undertaken, in general,
to improve management control. In fact, analysis of costs into fixed and
variables has become the backbone of a substantial part of management control
accounting. Additional attention has been focused on this area recently because
of the increasing use of direct costing. Two quotations will illustrate this
heavy reliance upon the concept of separate condsideration of fixed and direct
variables:
"The author believes we can agree that stand -by and variable costs are an important
part of Management by Exception, because by their use we are able to 'put fences
around' the several elements of control that distort costs and cost relationships. This
gives us a chance to concentrate on stand -by, or time, costs separately from variable, or
daily, capacity costs. The problems of Management are definitely different in
approach and in technique for long -term, or time, costs from what they are for short term, or variable, costs; and unless management can keep these two conditions segregated so that they cannot blanket one another, full efficiency cannot be assured over
a period of time." (Variable Budget Control, Fred V. Gardiner, McGraw -Hill Book
Co., Inc., 1940) .
"For this purpose management needs the best possible estimate of what costs, revenues,
and profits will be for each set of conditions under review. This requires analysis
of cost- volume profit relationships under various sets of assumed conditions. The
results of such studies are commonly summarized in the form of charts (variously
designated as break -even charts, profit graphs or income graphs) and in statements of
the balance of revenue available to cover fixed costs and profit after deducting variable
costs from sales income." (N.A.C.A. Research Series No. 16, June 15, 1949).
N O V E M B E R , 1956
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Limitations of Fixed and Variable Determinations Always Recognized
Despite these and other discernments of the usefulness of the segregation,
it is of interest to note in past writings on this subject that fixed and direct
variables have never been described as absolute in their behaviour. Generally,
authors have advanced the fixed - variables concept along with a statement of
the limitations involved. Breakdowns into the two elements are limited by
(at least)
Time

I.

Managerial decision
Product specification
6. Product mix
Attention is called to these limitations in numerous writings. Examples of this

2. A given capacity range
3. Price indices

4.
5.

are:
"While these limitations are implicit in the techniques often employed for determining which costs are fixed, it seems desirable that those who use such cost data should
be aware of them in order to avoid misapplication of the costs. (N.A.C.A. Research
Series No. 16, June 15, 1949).
"Thus, even the direct cost of a given activity often cannot be determined unless it
is known what other activities are going to be conducted at the same time. Numerous
classes of expense are sometimes fixed and sometimes variable, depending upon conditions." ( "Alternatives to Direct Costing," Howard C. Greer, N.A.C.A. Bulletin,
March 1954).
In spite of these limitations, it has become a general conclusion that the
fixed and direct variable concept is a practical tool. In the words of Mr. Gardner
in the work already cited:
"If we carefully consider the advantages of straight lines in setting up
variable factors, four fundamental advantages
I.
2.

Ease in determination.
Ease in understanding.

wi ll be

found:

3.

Ease in summarization.
Ease in use."
Given the basic understanding reflected in the first two of the three quotations
4.

given above, the conclusion in the third is not unwarranted. Unfortunately, in
the every day practice of industrial accounting, no such basic understanding
exists. Even if it existed among all accountants using breakdowns of fixed and
variable costs, it would be an impractical goal to convey it to management.
Thus, if a break -even chart of th e type shown in Exhibit 1 is presented to
management personnel as a factual representation of how costs should react,
they will force such a reaction whether or not totally desirable. This expectation of cost behaviour is strengthened further if supported by experience data.
In short, if costs reacted this way in the past, why not in the future?
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We must agree at the beginning
that we are seeking the true theoretical relationship between cost and volume —not the way in which costs have
reacted to volume but, rather, the way
in which they should react. Manage agement control techniques have been
developed for control of direct ma-

terial and labor costs on this premise. The interest of a good industrial engineer
in what labor costs have been is only for guidance when he undertakes to determine what they should be for the future.
Clearly, accurate determination of how a cost should vary with volume is
an engineering task rather than a matter of accounting. It makes no difference
what kind of cost, since this determination in every case must first be made in
physical quantities (i.e. amounts of material or manhours). The fact that
adequate control bases cannot always readily be found for indirect costs does
not force the conclusion that they can be controlled only through past experience
by a generalized, inaccurate control base. They, too, can be engineered.
Nor does this favor a fixed - variable segregation of costs involved. An engineering study of how a given cost element should react to volume does not
necessarily result in fixed and variable cost standards. One example should
suffice to make this point clear. If we are studying the manning of a storeroom,
we will first make a traffic flow check to ensure that the storeroom has been
properly engineered for maximum efficiency. Next the standard manhours
required for various volumes of material running through the storeroom will
be determined by actual time study. Then a manning chart for various volume
levels will be constructed. This chart will not show that personnel increases
either in direct proportion to volume or in any constant ratio to volume increase.
It will show what is needed at each level. Usually, once a storeroom has been
manned for all shifts, very little additional personnel is required.
With the ground rules laid above for consideration of our topic, a casual
examination of the various cost elements may be undertaken to point up the
fact that in most industries, there are as many cost elements which can not
properly be analyzed to fixed and variable components as there are elements
which can. For this purpose three examples in the three conventional cost
classifications have been selected. The first is direct material costs of shelf
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items. Cost varies according to quantity of material purchased. Quantity breaks
do not occur at uniform intervals. Freight and other special procurement costs
are minimized with volume purchases. Since, for our purposes, a variable cost
must have a constant unit cost, the material costs will be neither fixed nor
variable nor even semi - variable in the generally accepted meaning of the term.
Special material items will show an even more substantial reduction in unit
cost with quantity purchases, since they will be affected by the learning process.
Direct labor at day rates is another example. Reference is made to one of the
author's previous articles ( "Learning Curve Helps Figure Profits, Control
Costs," Rolfe Wyer, December 1953, N.A.C.A. Bulletin.) for a description
of the pattern of the variation of direct labor with volume in the aircraft industry. In chemical and processing industries, conditions have been described
as follows:
"In attempting to segregate the semi - variable costs between constant and fully variable
elements, it was found that the excess above the calculated constant amounts, when
charted against production quantities, produced a series of sharp angles, instead of
continuous lines, indicating a difficulty in considering any portion of these costs
categories as directly variable. ( "Inaccuraces in Direct Costing," John W . Ludwig,
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, March 1954.)

The third example is overhead. In this category, virtually all types of expense
reaction to volume can be found. Items which are generally conceded to be
directly variable are fringe benefit costs applicable to direct labor. However,
remarks made above regarding direct labor cost variability apply again here.
We should not forget to add a word on depreciation. It is nearly always cited
as a fixed cost. However, the charge is made up of at least two basic elements,
i.e. obsolescence and physical deterioration. The first of these is somewhat
unrelated to volume and the second is clearly variable with volume. Although as
a matter of accounting convenience, this cost nearly always shows up on the
books as fixed, this treatment does not change its true nature.
It is tempting to extend these comments on particular costs. Examples could
be expanded at will. The conclusion that all costs should vary to some degree
but neither directly nor in constant ratio with volume, is inevitable. In fact,
however difficult it may be to determine evidence of this fact in short cycle
or stabilized industries, the alert accountant will always bear in mind that,
when costs begin to follow the patterns of fixed and direct variables over any
extended period, such costs are probably not at proper levels but should be
considered as targets for reduction.
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The theoretical basis of the above
conclusion has long been recognized
by authorities on cost control. Exhibit
2 is a reproduction of a chart which
appears in Mr. Gardners book already
mentioned. Attention is particularly
called to Line C on this exhibit which,
in the writer's industry, most closely
a p p ro x im a te s the over a ll a ver a ge pat -

tern which can be expected in plotting
EXHIBIT 2

total costs as related to volume. From
this, a general proposition is set forth as follows: that the degree of variability
of cost with volume is a function of the percentage of capacity of operation.
Writers have ignored the differences between the curves shown in Exhibit 2 because they are most significant at lower capacities and become progressively less
important as volume increases. Other reasons for neglecting the differences are:
I. If you can determine the true position of
both Lines A and C, a budget based
upon Line A will always be either equal
to or less than a budget based on Line
C.
2. So long as the budget is set over a
range of not more than 25% of total

capacity, the difference becomes insignificant for practical purposes if the line
is not extended back to the Y axis.
3. Many budget programs have not yet developed the degree of accuracy here
suggested.

In rebuttal, it may be noted that, if operations are limited to 25 per cent or
less of the capacity range, the need for any refined techniques is clearly
lessened. Also, if the degree of variability is reduced as volume increases,
this is important to a true understanding of cost behavior. At this point in the
presentation, the temptation to develop formulas for Line C is specifically
renounced. It would be contrary to the basic purpose of this paper to suggest
that, while the formula of fixed and direct variables must be discarded, it can
be easily replaced by a more complicated formula which would, in turn, be
subject to the same inaccuracies and misunderstandings. The relationships
involved are not as simple as that. We are seeking a sound approach to cost
control based upon proven engineering techniques rather than any tricky
statistical footwork with which to dazzle the management.
Before proceeding to a further discussion of cost and volume relationships,
it must be emphasized that volume is not the only factor which affects cost.
Many of the fundamental errors committed in relating costs to volume are the
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result of failure to consider these other factors. Ordinarily, accounting reports
will not segregate them. A few of the more significant (the mere existence
of which makes the possibility of any all- inclusive formula for cost control
an absurdity) are:
I. Technical improvement
2. Price indices
3. Product mix and specifications

4. Learning or experience
5. Market distribution
b. Inventory policy

With this in mind, let us proceed then to a further examination of the effect
of volume on cost. The first category consists of cost which is unrelated to
volume in any recognizable way. Some of these costs have been called fixed but
this is an inaccurate description, since a cost cannot be fixed in relation to volume
if it has no relationship in the first place. The obsolescence element in depreciation cost is a good example.
The next group is made up of cost which is related to volume in that it is the
result of providing and /or maintaining capacity. The majority of costs usually
described as fixed fall into this group. They are fixed so long as capacity
remains fixed. In many industries this is a fleeting moment, since capacity is
altered on a month to month basis. To the extent that operations are carried
on below the capacity provided, unused capacity costs exist. They are often
difficult to ferret out. For example, all of the area of a plant can be in use on
a one -shift (or less) basis, thus giving the appearance of productively employing
all facilities, and still substantial unused capacity costs will result. In this
circumstance, cost of dispatching, for example, will increase markedly as
related to volume, since it is a function of the area to be covered as well as
the amount of material to be moved and /or dispatched.
A third group of costs is that which has a clear -art and easily recognized
relationship with volume. Inspection is a good example of this category and a
curve similar to Line C in Exhibit 2 can be expected, (which is not, however,
a directly variable relationship).
Fourth come those costs for which relationships are obscured by time lag, by
difficulties in equating the control base with an overall control base, or by accounting techniques. Production engineering and maintenance costs are an
example of the first of these. In the case of time lag, it is important to be sure
there is a real reason for it. (Lag here means either that the cost pre -dates or
comes after the incidence of volume. It should not be confused with lag which
results from poor cost control.) An example of a difficulty in the equation of
control bases is accounts payable expense. Here the budget might be set on
the number of invoices processed, but this is not a guarantee of an economic
processing of invoices as related to the total dollar volume purchased. Finally,
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the cost of wear and tear on machinery and equipment is usually a case of
obscured relationships resulting from accounting techniques.
Next are those costs which have a clear -cut relationship with volume and
which fall into surge patterns. These costs may be non - existent or normal in
lower capacity ranges but surge at a rate greater than volume increase for short
periods of time. Such costs occur in connection with the start -up of a new
shift. Curve B in Exhibit 2 illustrates the pattern involved, although it is
sometimes more accentuated.
Finally, since we have costs which are incurred to provide capacity, we must
not ignore the costs of inadequate capacity. Included here are overtime premium and subcontracting costs involving items normally manufactured in- plant.
Summary of Cosf Groupings —and Some Guides for Cosf Confrol
At this point, let us recap the six groups of patterns of cost and volume
relationships described above:
I. Not related
2. Related to amount of capacity provided
3. Degree of variation clearly a function of
percentage of capacity of operation

4. Obscured by time lag, control basis, or
accounting
5. Uneven surge costs
6. Inadequate capacity costs

The above groups are not a definitive listing and other writers should be able
to suggest others. It is not the purpose to limit the subject, but rather to remove limits imposed in the past and to stimulate further analysis of this
fundamental problem. There is still another consideration, which may be novel
to some. Contrary to popular control concepts, the costs incurred at any given
level of activity will differ according to which way volume is trending. This
is true from both a theoretical and a practical point of view. If volume is increasing, costs will be incurred at any given level, the counterpart of which
should not be incurred when the same level is reached on a downward spread.
This is both theoretically and economically sound. The reverse is true to a
lesser degree. To attempt to use for retrenchment the same flexible budget
which you prepared during period of expansion will result in waste. This
area has sometimes been called one of management decision but, if we are going
to get anywhere in this matter of cost control, we must recognize true necessities
for incidence of cost and not put ourselves at the mercy of management decisions
on all levels.
What has been written up to this point would be of little value unless it
resulted in some practical working guides for every day cost control. The
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following is a list of some of the guides which are inherent in the contentions
which have been advanced:
Make sure in your analysis of costs that
you have made every practical effort to
separate the influence of factors other
than volume. This is not always practical
but, at a minimum, you should recognize each instance in which these other
factors have a significant effect.
2. Seek to realize less variability when volume is increasing and more variability
when it is declining. This is virtually the
opposite of normal expectations but provides a dynamic concept for real cost
control.
If you use break -even charts, circle
break -even points when presenting them
to management. A break -even point is
an area target, not an exact point.
4. Do not rely too heavily on past experience in making future projections. What
has happened is never a guarantee of
what will happen.
S. If you are doing a complete budget job
for your operation and doing it with
scatter charts which are built upon classification of costs into fixed and direct

variables, hire a good industrial engineer. Use systems and indirect methods
studies for real control.
6. Make a definite effort to lessen the complexity of your budgets and review them
more frequently. At the same time, reduce the number of volume levels budgeted if you have more than three.
7. Eliminate fixed and directly variable
rates from your budget if you cover a
broad capacity range. Guide thinking towards the amount of expenses at a given
volume level or for a given time period
and stop giving your operation a 'T .
cense to steal" at higher volumes.
8. Aim your control efforts towards the
point of decision rather than any type
of systematic presentation of the historical effects of decision. To do this
successfully, you must not only know the
alternative results of the various decisions possible, but also what the decision ought to be from a cost point of
view.

Direct Costing Not Excluded
It is not the purpose of this paper to evaluate the merits of direct costing.
However, since one of the fundamental premises involved in direct costing
is being challenged, a few observations are in order. First it is not reasonable
to state that, simply because costs do not split easily into fixed and direct
variables, the objectives of direct costing should be abandoned. There is considerable evidence in the writings on direct costing that this division has not
been regarded as the only means of distinguishing between period and product
costs. The cost and volume patterns previously described suggest that costs
which are either unrelated to volume or are incurred to provide capacity (i.e.
Groups 1, 2, and 6) could be handled as period costs and the other three
groups treated as product costs. There are, of course, many other factors to
be considered in deciding upon the applicability of direct costing in any case,
including type of industries, proximity of the point of sale to the point of
shipment and billing, general industry stability, etc. This article stands only
for accurate appraisal of the facts. If the facts argue that direct costing does a
better job of cost control and profit analysis for a given company, it's adoption
is warranted in that case.
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More Realism Now Needed
The division of costs into categories of fixed and directly variable is a
dangerous and misused concept, a veritable myth under the searchlight of
considered analysis. Other writers have recognized its limitations. One has
said, "To make judgement it is necessary to know something more about cost
behavior than the simple dichotomy of variable and fixed costs ". ( "Tailor
Making Cost Data for Specific Uses," William J. Vatter, N.A.C.A. Conference Proceedings -2 August 1954) The purpose of this paper has been, first,
to describe the limitations and, secondly, to draw attention to other types of
cost behavior and relate them to our every day work. The attendant analysis
was not made to split hairs or complicate cost control. The plain fact is that,
when the fixed and directly variable philosophy is used for cost control, costs
almost never fall on the straight line through which they are graphically related in total to volume. In the early days of budget development, this was
not important. Any inaccuracies involved could be easily excused, because
some control was being substituted for no control. This early development
stage has now passed. We need ever better control. If this paper stimulates
other reports, its objective will be achieved.
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Direct Costing: Accounting's Contribution
to Improved Management
by BOBBY J. YOUNG
Graduate Assistant, Accounting Department, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee

Equating the origin, development, and growing popularity of direct
costing with its clarity in presenting the facts of operation (part or
projected) in conformity with cost behaviour and its alignment with
the framework of thinking which seems to come naturally to management in viewing operations, the author of this article elaborates on
the ways in which direct costing enhances the management services
of accounting, partly by reviewing earlier literature on the subject.

concept has been developed during relatively recent
It is thought that the concept was first employed by department
store managers. They apparently were the first to realize that, from a managerial point of view, marginal or variable costs are the more meaningful costs
to be used in evaluating the operating success of the different departments as
well as for short -run managerial decisions. They began to recognize that the
elimination of a department which failed to earn enough to absorb its portion
of total overhead did not reduce total overhead but required the remaining
departments to absorb the entire amount. This raised the question, "Why charge
departments with overhead ?" and resulted in evaluating departmental operations
on the basis of revenue received less variable cost; the result being considered
to be departmental contribution toward fixed overhead and profits.

T years.

HE D IR EC T CO ST IN G

Major Advantages and Minor Difficulties
The approach employed by direct costing resembles that used by management
(as well as economists) in studying and planning short -run business operations.
Most businessmen and accountants realize the important influence variations in
volume have upon profits. However, no accounting system other than direct
costing has attempted to coordinate and present this cost information in a
single form to be used by management. Under a system of direct costing,
fixed and variable costs are accumulated separately in the accounts, variable costs
being charged to production as product costs and fixed costs being charged to
expense as period costs. When this is done, the regular income and expense
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statement becomes a media for presenting cost - volume -profit relationships to
management.
Advocates of direct costing should not contend that information is being produced which was heretofore not available. Probably all the information supplied
by direct costing can be obtained under a system of absorption costing through
statistical analysis, marginal income analysis, break -even charts, and other supplementary reports. However, the presentation of adequate cost information in
a more simplified combined report possesses many advantages. First, it can be
more easily understood, thus simplifying management's use of it. Secondly,
the simplicity of preparation of cost data under a system of direct costing should
be considered inasmuch as:
I. It helps to expedite preparation of accounting reports, thereby providing management with adequate cost information earlier than otherwise possible.
2. It helps to reduce the cost of the accounting function. Accounting, 6y its

very nature, is a service function for
management and is an overhead cost of
business operation. Expenditures are
justified only to the point where the
yield in service is equal to the cost incurred.

in

One of the more difficult areas of direct costing is that of adequately segregating fixed and variable costs. By definition, variable costs are those which vary
volume. Fixed costs, in turn, are considered to be costs
directly with changes
which are fixed in total, regardless of volume changes. Fixed costs, as such, may
be likened to the costs of maintaining readiness to produce, whereas variable
costs are the costs of production. In actually segregating expenses between fixed
and variable, problems often arise in connection with costs that display both
fixed and variable characteristics. An example of this might be indirect labor,
supervision or, possibly, labor in a receiving and shipping department. During
the short -run, these costs remain constant and are considered fixed expenses.
In order to provide for adequate control for a long -run period, these costs may
be budgeted in steps to provide for occasions when overtime might be required
or possibly additional shifts might be added. In cases of this nature, additional
costs over and above the minimum requirements might, under some conditions,
be regarded as variable. However, in most instances these costs are regarded as
fixed costs and controlled by a budgetary process.
Another difficulty is that some variable costs are not traceable to products and
may need to be included in period costs as a practical matter. Distributions of
non - traceable costs would, in some cases, be arbitrary or possibly on the basis of
the ability of products to absorb them. An example of this might be electric
power. Part is fixed. The product allocation of the remainder is difficult.
Exclusion of such costs from product costs would appear to be one of the limitations of direct costing, inasmuch as, from a managerial standpoint, all variable
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costs should be included as a part of marginal cost. In most cases, these items
would probably not be too significant. However, since the terms direct costs and
variable costs are sometimes used interchangeably without regard for strict accuracy, a particular company using direct costing might wish to carefully consider the inclusiveness of its variable cost category inasmuch as marginal cost
data are, in many cases, the primary data used by management for short -run
decisions on pricing and production.
Under a system of direct costing, profits are directly related to sales. Inasmuch
as fixed costs are charged as period costs and direct costs vary directly with volume, profits should increase or decrease directly with changes in the volume of
sales. Many of the advantages of a direct cost system of cost accounting are
reflected in the monthly income and expense statement. Direct cost income
statements can be modified in many ways to meet the individual needs of particular businesses. The statement in Exhibit 1, although relatively simple, may
be considered typical for a firm producing a limited number of products and will
serve for illustrative purposes.
Under a system of absorption costing in which fixed costs are applied to production, profits are a function of both sales and pro,,:-!'on. As has been frequently pointed out, it is entirely possible to show reducc.f
when sales are
constant or increasing, through adjustments of under- or ovcr- applied burden
variances. Although most accountants understand how variances of the nature
occur, many executives, particularly sales executives, cannot visualize this and
tend to lose confidence in accounting reports. Many accountants have, in the
past, found that satisfactorily explaining these variances to management can sometimes be very difficult. It is the contention of direct cost advocates that information as supplied under a direct cost system more nearly concurs with management's thinking and can be better understood, as well as better utilized for
managerial purposes.
How Management Can Utilize Direct Cost Information
If the direct costing approach agrees with management's thinking, direct cost
information is likely to prove useful in many different ways. First, we might
consider the budgeting process. Inasmuch as direct costing provides adequate
information on cost volume -profit relationships, it places management in a
better position to select the desired output and make plans for it. Once a basic
decision has been made as to the segregation of fixed and variable costs, the
budgeting process is relatively simple. Inasmuch as fixed costs are period costs,
the fixed cost budget should remain relatively constant since any changes therein
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EXHIBIT 1

usually require management's approval. Variable costs are budgeted by standard
unit costs since they vary directly with volume changes. Hence, once a sales
forecast has been made and production requirements have been estimated, the
budgeting process can be accomplished in a very short time.
Should sales forecasts be changed, thus changing the production requirements,
direct cost budgets can be amended by a simple adjustment computed by multiplying the number of units increased or decreased by the direct cost of producing the unit. Under a system of standard absorption costing, a change of this
nature would necessitate a complete recalculation of the applied overhead burden,
as well as an additional calculation to determine the new unit cost. Currency,
availability, and simplicity of cost information are the major factors in making
analysis of expenses meaningful. Although the combination of variable budgeting with standard absorption costing has simplified this problem to some extent,
it is almost impossible to obtain the same degree of flexibility which is available
under a system of direct costing.
It is similar with graphic planning media. Management, in many cases utilizes
break -even charts as a means of studying cost - profit - volume relationships. Direct
costing can facilitate this. In many instances, under a system of absorption
costing, break -even charts are prepared in graphic form once each six months
or once each year. The validity of a break -even chart depends on constancy of
selling prices, product mix, cost factor prices, and cost factor mix, along with
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general stability of market conditions. If any one of these factors change, the
break -even chart is no longer valid. Hence, the break -even chart, although
widely used, is subject to severe limitations over different periods of time. Direct
costing does not offer a complete solution to this limitation. However, because
it makes information for the break -even point computation available monthly
on the regular income statement, the monthly period would be the longest period
over which any particular break -even information would be used. Inasmuch as
the break -even computation for a given firm may vary each month, management
will be forced to realize the limitations of this technique an.l will be in a better
position to utilize the information derived therefrom. In short, the marginal
approach as employed in the direct costing income statement not only increases
the validity of the break -even computation as a means of profit forecasting, but
also makes management more aware of fixed costs.
The direct cost approach is also very helpful to management in making appraisals of marginal products, marginal sales areas, and marginal sales divisions.
Some of the practical situations in which direct cost information can be used advantageously may be considered individually. Many of these were encountered in
the reading done in preparation for this paper, and, where this is the case, the
source is given parenthetically. Direct cost information is very helpful in the
selection of the most profitable product mix. If individual income statements
are prepared for each product line, utilizing the marginal approach, it is relatively easy for management to see the contribution of each product line toward
the absorption of fixed expense as well as toward the total profits of the firm.
It is advantageous to management to have this information readily available,
not only for product selection but also for sales emphasis. Direct cost informa-

tion is also relevant cost information in the selection of marginal business.
This might apply to additional sales in a new sales territory or additional sales
at special discount prices. For firms with excess capacity, any selling price which
exceeds direct variable cost would increase the total profits of the firm. However, a company should proceed cautiously in increasing sales at special discount
prices, for it may prove detrimental in the long run or if carried too far. In
modern economic markets, unless the firm has a monopoly position, it will,
under this policy, be taking business from another firm with the resulting possibility of a price war and reduction in total profits of all firms involved. Yet,
realizing the limitation of this policy, direct cost information is helpful, for it
tells where proposed price reductions stand in a scale of marginal profitability.
Direct variable costs are especially helpful to management in establishing
pricing polices during periods of severe competition. If the sales manager is
called upon to cut prices to meet those of competitors', the first thing he should
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check is the production cost as well as the gross manufacturing margin for the
article under consideration. In doing this he can determine exactly how low he
can reduce his sales price without causing the product sales to fail to contribute
something over direct variable costs. Under a standard absorption costing system,
a loss situation would seem to be increased by almost any price reduction since
overhead costs would be included in the cost of the item as shown in the cost
records. Sales managers are very reluctant to reduce prices to the point of showing an operating loss from the sale of an item. Under direct costing, this obscure situation is clarified in order that management may know the exact point
at which marginal sales revenue equals marginal production cost. Should marginal cost exceed marginal revenue, management should consider four possible
alternatives as follows (Principles of Management, Koontz and O'Donnell,
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 1955, p. 507) :
I. Continue to sell the product at an operating loss,
l . Drop the product from its product line.
3. Withhold the product from the market
temporarily.

4. Through advertising, special packaging,
and other product differentiation devices, develop enough special features
so as to sell the product at a higher
price than similar competitive items.

Direct costing does not solve this problem, but it does supply relevant cost
information to be used in evaluating alternative solutions.
Again, direct variable costs, as supplied by direct costing, are the needed cost
data to be used for evaluating alternative methods of producing a given product.
If a firm changes direct labor requirements by one hour for a specific task by
utilizing an improved method, it has not necessarily reduced fixed overhead by
the amount normally charged to the labor involved. If fixed overhead costs are
distributed on the basis of direct labor, as commonly practiced under a system of
absorption costing, this change would necessitate a re- calculation of the overhead
rate on the basis of the remaining direct labor hours or fixed overhead changes
would be under - applied for the period. ( "What Can We Expect of Direct Costing as a Management Tool ?" Paul C. Taylor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin, July, 1953,
Sec. 1, p. 1536.)
Another practical situation in which marginal cost as supplied by direct costing
would be the significant cost needed for managerial purposes might be in the
case of a plant rendered partly obsolete by technological changes. Owners
might have given up the idea of recovery of fixed costs. In some cases, they
might decide to "junk" the plant and replace it with more modern equipment.
If they choose to continue operations with the existing plant, direct costs would
probably be the more relevant costs to be considered. Such costs might be used
as a factor in pricing, in deciding whether to buy or to produce the article, along
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with other uses. ( "Certain Problems in the Empirical Study of Costs," American
Economic Review, September, 1941, p. 486.)
Standard Costs Made More Useful by Direct Costing
Direct costing should be contrasted with absorption costing rather than with
standard costing, inasmuch as pre- determined standards can be, and in many
cases are utilized under a system of direct costing. Hence, it is the contention
of many accountants that direct costing should be considered a concept rather
than a system, because it utilizes standards as well as other techniques already
used under other systems of costing and, in addition, offers its own advantages.
Standards utilized under a system of direct costing should be as realistic as
possible in order that better control may be exercised. Although it is realized
that all standards are subject to some slight degree of error, it is the contention
of direct costing advocates that the range can be narrowed considerably under a
system of direct costing; i.e., only those factors which are directly variable with
production volume are included in the standard to be charged to production.
The rate at which the plant is operating, assuming this to be a reasonable range
of 70 to 100 per cent capacity, is of little concern inasmuch as unit costs are not
affected; whereas, under a system of absorption costing, overhead costs vary as
a reciprocal of output, thus causing unit production costs to vary, as well as
adjustments for over- or under - applied burden to be charged to the current
operating period. Although various techniques such as variable budget, capacity
burden rate application, and current revision of standards have contributed considerably toward simplifying this problem, each of these techniques rests to a
large extent on individual prediction of the future. If we agree that the modern
business world is dynamic and that the future is very uncertain, does this not
immedately point out one of the major limitations of absorption costing? Although it is realized that this problem can be to some extent overcome by constantly revising the burden rate, it is the contention of direct cost advocates that
this problem is alleviated to a large extent under a system of direct costing.
( "Will Direct Costing Theory Stand Inspection ?" George W. Frank, N.A.C.A.
Bulletin, December, 1952, p. 493.)
Under direct costing, standards for unit production cost are properly computed
separately for each of the factors of labor, material, direct manufacturing expense, inasmuch as more accurate and dependable standards can be determined
this way. A practical rather than ideal standard should be established and reviewed periodically in order to make adjustments for any changes in factor
prices, as well as changes resulting from technological changes. It should be
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realized that small period adjustments will be required for under- or over absorbed direct costs charged to production. However, since only direct variable
costs are applied to production, these adjustments would be relatively insignificant.
. . . And Better Control
A system of direct costing in which adequate standards, budget, and monthly
cost accumulation are made, can be very beneficial in improving over -all control.
Several aspects of the control that can be derived are special to direct costing and
may be illustrated in Exhibit 2, the general form of which reflects a statement
presented in How Direct Costing Can fork for Management, Waldo W. Neikirk, (N.A.C.A. Bulletin, January 1951, p. 526).
This ---or other— direct cost income statement is very helpful to management
in controlling business operations. A complete picture of business operations,
not only divided by responsibility but also including a comparison of budgeted
and actual results can be shown on a single statement. Another significant
aspect of the direct -cost income statement is that fixed costs are shown separately
according to functional responsibility (rather than being hidden) so that management will realize even more clearly that, if the business is to be profitable,
the manufacturing margin must be sufficient to exceed these costs by the desired
amount of profit.
The order of presentation on the statement is a very important aspect from a
managerial point of view. It is broken into what might be considered two broad
categories of responsibility: (1) sales, which would include all items through
manufacturing margins; those items are primarily the responsibility of the sales
department, and ( 2 ) period expenses to be covered out of manufacturing
margin, which are designated according to functional responsibility. When this
approach to responsibility is used it can be easily seen how large a part the
sales department plays in the function of business operations, as well as how
closely operating profits are correlated to sales. Total sales represents the volume of sales the sales department was able to make. The figure for gross margin
above direct costs reflects the pricing policy as well as the volume of sales. Selling expense is a direct cost of selling activities. Sales returns and allowances
are also very closely correlated to the sales department. Inasmuch as these items
comprise the factors making up manufacturing margin, the statement emphasizes how important it is that adequate control be established here in order
to ensure profitable operations.
In order that this point may be better understood, we might examine briefly
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EXHIBIT 2

the correlation between total revenues, production costs, and operating profits.
It is normally presumed that production departments are producing efficiently,
although we do not know exactly how efficiently. If the business wants to increase total profits, it has three alternatives:
I. To decrease unit production cost through
increased operating efficiency.
2. To increase total sales revenues through
either:
a. Increased sales volume at a constant
price.

b. Increased sales price for a constant
volume.
c. Increased sales volume and increased
sales price.
3. A combination of

(1)

and

(2)

above.

Inasmuch as increases in the revenue function usually offer more lucrative
opportunities, it is usually this field that will be utilized to increase profits.
Although many other factors should be considered in making a decision of this
nature, it is imperative that we recognize the importance of the sales function,
as well as the need for proper assignment of responsibility and control therefor.
The fixed expenses which are classified as period costs, are controlled by
budgetary means. Departmental budgets are prepared for the year and, once
they have been reviewed and approved, they become the standard against which
actual expenses as incurred are compared for control purposes. In order that
adequate control may be established, these costs are usually segregated by field
of responsibility. If it is the wish of management, schedules may be prepared
by departments in order that control measures may be better carried out. This
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current analysis of expenses is very important, for, if the business is to remain
profitable, these expenses must remain less than manufacturing margin (marginal income).
In order to facilitate the accomplishment of desired control for large firms,
supplemental direct costing income and expense statements may be prepared by
product line, sales division, customer class, sales territories, and for any other
combination of breakdown that might de desired. Budgets may be prepared
and actual costs accumulated in order to determine the marginal contribution
of each category. Information for preparing these supplementary statements is
relatively easily secured. Information for sales, direct costs, and other items
through manufacturing margin is readily accessible. Period costs may be allocated to categories on one of several equitable bases which would be determined
by individual circumstances. Some of these might include cost of sales, production labor, and others. These distributions would be done on a statistical
basis so as not to interfere with the mechanical closing of the books or the
internal control of the entire organization.
Distributions of this nature to individual products on the basis of actual costs
are (1) time saving, inasmuch as they do not have to be forecast, (2) more
accurate, (3) more easily understood and (4) more acceptable by operating
managers. It has in the past been the contention of many operating managers
that cost information has little meaning because expense distributions as applied
to production are "... not only an arbitrary allocation, but also an estimated
amount." (Is Direct Costing the Answer to Better Management Accounting?
Peter M. Chiuminatto, N.A.C.A. Bulletin, Feb. 1956, p. 707). As was pointed
out earlier, if cost information is to be worthwhile, it must be relevant, accurate,
understandable, acceptable, as well as actually utilized by operating managers
in improving business operations.
Confroversial Areas; Limitations of Direct Costing
One of the most controversial aspects of direct costing is centered around the
valuation of inventories. A question that is currently being discussed is whether
direct costing is an acceptable basis for inventory valuation ?" A related question is whether direct costing fairly presents operating income for a business.
In this area, we are not so much concerned about the managerial aspects of
direct costing but rather its validity for these particular functions as well as
its general acceptance by regulatory agencies, taxing authorities, and certified
public accountants. However, we must bear in mind that management also is
interested in these areas.
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Under a system of direct costing carried through to this point, inventories are
valued at prime costs plus direct manufacturing expense, and period costs are
charged to expense in the current operating period. No one would argue that
this does not state inventories at a lower valuation than under a system of
absorption costing. The basic question appears to be "What costs should be
included in inventories for valuation purposes ?" The American Institute of
Accountants has taken the position that, "Cost means in principle the sum of the
applicable expenditures and charges directly or indirectly incurred in bringing an
article to its existing condition and location." ( "Committee on Accounting
Procedures, American Institute of Accountants." Accounting Research Bulletin
No. 43, p. 23.) It would seem that direct costing does not adequately meet this
criteria. However, on the broad picture, there are considerable differences of
opinion as to what does constitute correct inventory valuation. Other methods
of inventory valuation than direct costing —as "lifo" and —the lower of cost or
market, have a tendency to depress inventory values and give primary emphasis
to income determination. In fact, it has been noted that, were it not for income
determination as needed for various purposes, approximate cash realizable values
would give a suitable valuation for inventories for balance sheet purposes.
( "How Direct Costing Works for the Small Manufacturer," Oswald, Neilson,
journal of Accountancy, August 1953, p. 204). However, as pointed out by
Mr. Neikirk in the article already cited, direct costing is primarily a method of
segregation of expenses and only secondarily a method of inventory valuation.
Although some of the objections raised against direct costing as a method of
inventory valuation are probably centered around results regarded as detrimental
in balance sheet presentation, such as reduction of the current ratio, perhaps
the primary objections are centered around the effects which it would have on
income determination. Under a system of direct costing, income is directly
related to sales. In the event that production and sales are not closely correlated,
profits would differ from results obtained under a system of absorption costing
depending upon the amount of increase or decrease in overhead charges included in inventories. The smaller the fixed overhead of the particular business firm, the less significant these variations would be.
The position of the Securities and Exchange Commission is not entirely clear
as concerns direct costing. It has, in some cases, required statements prepared on
direct costing basis to be footnoted in this respect. In other cases, it has required
that the amount of overhead costs excluded from inventories be stated in the
financial statements. Still, it may be that consistency will in the end, prove to
be the most important factor in inventory valuation. The Internal Revenue
Service has not taken any definite stand as concerns direct costing. Many ques372
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tions have been raised in the cases of firms desiring to change from absorption
costing, for tax purposes. In some instances business firms have been denied the
privilege of making the change. In the event the exclusion of fixed overhead
costs from inventories, as well as the charging of current fixed expense to the
current period, would seriously affect net income for the period, thereby decreasing income taxes payable for the period, it is easily understandable why income
tax authorities would take this position.
Practicing public accountants are relatively uninterested in direct costing for
two reasons: (1) direct costing is not at present a generally accepted accounting
principle and (2) the primary advantages of direct costing are centered around
monthly reports prepared for management rather than in annual reports prepared for external reporting. The basic decision as to whether or not to adopt
direct costing is, in most cases, an internal decision which will depend on many
factors.
Another of the chief objections or limitations of direct costing that has been
raised is that it does not provide adequate cost data for pricing purposes. Many
people contend that pricing decisions should be made on the basis of full production costs and that direct costing presents only marginal cost. Both full
costs and marginal costs are needed for pricing purposes. In the short -run
marginal cost information is the relevant cost data needed for many pricing
decisions. In establishing long -run pricing objectives, full costs are the relevant
costs to be considered. However, the point that should be emphasized is that
cost information is only a starting point in establishing prices for a company's
product. Pricing involves many considerations in addition to cost, such as competition, customers demand, demand elasticity, as well as other factors. Costs
are used to assist in solving pricing problems in several different ways, but it
is only in rare circumstances (cost -plus contracts, new products being introduced,
rates for a regulated utility) that they constitute the primary factor establishing
prices.
The basic limitation of direct costing in this respect is not that it does not
present adequate information, but rather that, unless adequate precaution is
exercised to ensure that all operating managers understand the correlation between costs, fixed costs, as well as desired profit, prices may be improperly
established and not cover fixed costs and desired profit. Although direct costing
primarily presents marginal unit cost, full unit costs are prepared monthly on a
statistical basis on individual cost cards to be used for managerial decisions
which require full costing information. It should also be pointed out that under
a system of absorption costing, full costs must be determined in a similar manN O V E M B E R , 1956
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ner inasmuch as selling and administrative expenses are otherwise omitted in
the determination of individual unit costs.
For Direct Costing —Not Against Absorption Costing
Direct costing is most suitable to a business operation with a reasonably stable
output and a fairly wide production range over which average or marginal costs
are fairly constant. It would not be as applicable to a seasonal business in which
production is carried on during non - operating or lag periods for future busy
seasons. This argument has, in many instances, been offered as a basic factor in
condemning direct costing inasmuch as, under these conditions, not only would
inventories be understated, but operating statements would also show an operating loss. Is it not equally true that under similar conditions a system of absorption costing in which factory burden was over- or under - applied would show
a profit or loss as well as over- or under -state unit inventory values also? This
fact points out a limitation of direct costing; however, it is not thought to be
adequate justification for condemning the direct costing concept. The development of direct costing by many industrial accountants working independently reflects a need for this type information to assist operating managers in making
short -run managerial decisions.
It is the opinion of the present author that the acceptance of direct costing
by individual business managers should be on the basis of simplicity and better
presentation of relevant cost information for managerial uses, rather than on
the defects of absorption costing or allegation of its failure. The fact that direct
costing has not yet become generally accepted is of little importance. If it proves
acceptable as well as advantageous on a large -scale basis in the future, it will,
no doubt, be accepted by the accounting profession as well as regulatory agencies.
The basic questions which must be decided by each company for itself are:
I. Is our particular business operation such
that direct costing would be applicable?

2. Does direct costing more adequately
serve the needs of management for decision- making purposes?

If the answer to each of these questions is in the affirmative, it is thought
that direct costing should be adopted. The fact that direct costing might not
be acceptable for external reporting purposes should not prohibit its being used
for internal reporting if it will yield valuable cost information for managerial purposes. Is it not true that internal financial statements are, in many cases, being
prepared on a different basis from statements used for external reporting purposes? Many firms at present using the "lifo" method of inventory valuation
for external reporting as well as for tax purposes use the "fifo" basis for in374
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ternal reporting purposes. Other similar divergencies might include accelerated
depreciation based on current costs, the establishment of contingency reserves
for possible future losses, and instances of special reporting bases for special
purposes.
The writer's opinion is that the use of direct costing income statements has
serious implications unless it is adequately understood. Inventory valuations
constitute an important item in income determination. As was pointed out earlier
in this paper, the inventory valuation procedure employed by the direct costing
concept does not conform to accepted methods of inventory valuation. Where
the total inventory remains relatively constant, or where production is closely
correlated to sales, the effects of employing the direct costing method of inventory valuation would have a negligable effect on the determination of net profits.
Where there are extreme variations in inventory amounts, or where production
is not closely correlated to sales, these differences would be material and would
have a large effect on the net income as shown in the income statement.
Direct cost income statements may be converted to absorption costing statements by merely adjusting the inventory for overhead costs applicable thereto.
This modification is a relatively simple adjustment. The writer's opinion is
that this adjustment should be made where net profits are affected materially by
employing the direct costing concept in order that net income as employed in
direct cost income statements may be comparable to net income as shown in other
accounting statements. The fact that this adjustment has to be made in preparing direct cost income statements should be of little concern in deciding
whether to utilize a system of direct costing. If direct costing would present
better and more useful information for management's use in a particular business, would it not be a worthwhile improvement?
Direct costing has had a very rapid growth over the past few years. It is the
prediction of many people that direct costing will continue to grow and will
become generally accepted in the future. Time alone will prove or disprove this
prediction. It is not thought that direct costing is the final answer to cost accounting problems. When new conditions develop in the future, further improvements will no doubt be made. However, direct costing, where applicable,
is believed to be an improvement over conventional costing and should help to
make accounting reports more meaningful as well as more useful to management.
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Achieving Benefits of Practical
and Average Capacity in Burden Accounting
by CARLTON D. RANDLEMAN
Member of Cost Accounting Staff, Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company„
Charlotte, North Carolina

Burden accounting on a "full costing" basis remains a prevalent
practice. This article turns back to a once - popular topic in connection
with it, the alternative of selecting practical plant capacity or average
sales for cycle period as the basis of capacity determination, involving
also the alternatives of attempting to absorb all overhead in product
costs or of recognizing costs of idle plant separately. Advantages and
short- comings are recognized in these alternatives and means of reconciliation suggested.

to be employed for the application of factory
T burden or overhead to production
in view of management's need for the
HE C O ST A C CO UN T IN G S YS TE M

collection of such cost data has presented many a perplexing problem. It may be
guessed, reasonably, that half or more of industrial companies with developed
systems calculate rates on normal capacity. Although it is true that there
is only one theory of normal burden rates, there are two interpretations of this
theory due to a more or less fundamental difference of opinion as to whether
normal capacity (or normal rate of activity) is maximum attainable (practical
capacity) or average sales expectancy (average capacity). This study deals with
these two interpretations of the theory of normal burden rates and was stimulated by the contradicting information found in accounting literature concerning
the adequacy of each interpretation.
Distinguishing Between Average and Practical Capacity Theories
The purpose of burden application is to charge indirect costs to products.
Variable costs present no real problem. The principal problem of burden application is to charge each unit of product with a just amount of the fixed costs
in periods in which operating activity is below the maximum capacity attainable.
An older school of thought, obtaining prior to the concept of a normal rate of
burden application, would charge to production all fixed costs, regardless of the
rate of activity of the plant. This method of applying burden results in a higher
unit cost in periods of low activity and a lower unit cost in periods of high ac376
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tivity. The newer school of thought reasons that the purpose of cost accounting
is to determine the manufacturing costs of a product and that this is properly
unaffected by the rate of plant activity. Normal rates of burden application express this idea, i.e., fixed costs must be introduced into cost of manufacture "by
means of equalized and stable rates established in advance, at levels thought to
be normal." (Camman, E. A., Basic Standard Costs, Chap. XIII, p. 202)
A normal burden rate is found by dividing normal rate of activity into the
estimated burden for that rate of activity. The fundamental difference of opinion
arises on the definition of a normal rate of activity. To some companies, normal
rate of activity means an average utilization of plant and equipment based on
expected sales orders of a number of future years. Its corollary is that the costs
to be applied on this base include all fixed costs as chargeable to production over
a period of a cycle (five to nine years). Balances in burden accounts charged
off annually under this theory simply represent inaccuracy in rate determination.
The normal rate of activity following this interpretation of the theory of normal
burden rates is generally known as average capacity. To others, normal rate
of activity means the volume at which the plant is equipped to operate or the
maximum capacity attainable. Its corollary is that, if the plant operates at this rate
of activity, all fixed costs will be charged to production but that, at a lesser capacity,
the debit balances left in the burden accounts will be a fairly accurate measure of
unused capacity and should be charged to profit and loss as such. The normal
rate of activity following this interpretation of the theory of normal burden is
known as practical capacity.
In short, the only difference between the two interpretations of the theory of
normal burden rates involves that part of costs incurred to maintain capacity
for production representing idleness due to lack of customer demand. Average
capacity includes in unit cost of production an average expected amount of idleness cost. Practical capacity does not charge idleness cost to product or production but separately to profit and loss. This idleness cost is, in fact, a normal condition. It results from lack of sales orders required to maintain the maximum
commercial demands which the plant could meet, possibly a capacity to produce
more than the company can hope to sell. In this light, it is nothing more than
current cost of past mistakes and "It is not wise to assume that this condition
will correct itself within the economical life time of the excess equipment ". (C.
C. James, "Measuring Plant Capacity," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, Vol. 16, No. 7.) It
should not be confused with abnormal idleness resulting from a break -down in
machinery, a strike, a lock -out, or a fire, which should never be considered in
costing production and should never, therefore, be included in a normal burden
rate under either the average or practical capacity theories.
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The problem of setting practical capacity where excess capacity exists, is a
matter on which some cost accountants disagree. Excess capacity which results
from a capacity to produce more than a company can hope to sell and /or unbalanced machines and processes are subject to the same general discussion. For
purposes of illustration, the latter will be discussed here. Suppose Department
A has a capacity of 20,000 units and Department B has a capacity of 30,000
units, obviously an unbalanced condition. What is practical capacity for the
Company? Suppose, again, that Department A has capacity of 20,000 units and
Department B has a capacity of only 10,000 units, and Department A has no other
outlet for its products. Again what is practical capacity for company purposes? It
is probable that a preponderance of companies using normal capacity based on
ability to produce only, define normal as the practical capacity of the plant as a
whole (the practical capacity of each department considered individually),
rather than to scale it down to the department of least capacity. Primary concern is with total productive capacity. This practice has the effect, characteristic of
practical capacity burden accounting, of disclosing failure to maintain maximum
commercial demand up to plant potential or to overcome equipment unbalance.
Under it, if the practical capacity of the plant as a whole is used as the normal
rate of activity, that portion of idle capacity resulting in unabsorbed burden due
to permanently idle equipment which cannot be disposed of, may be segregated
from other idle capacity costs in the profit and loss statement and treated as excess capacity costs. This includes costs of maintenance, depreciation, taxes, insurance, etc., of all excess plant and equipment.
On the other hand, when average capacity is used as normal rate of activity,
there is, of course, no problem of excess capacity as far as setting average commercial demand is concerned. As has been pointed out the average expected
idleness (including excess capacity) due to lack of customer demand is included in the normal burden rate and applied to cost of production.
Limitations of Practical and Average Capacity Bases of Costing
With the assumption made that estimate of practical capacity relates to the
plant as a whole, it is in order now to point out the respective limitations of
each of the two interpretations of the theory of normal burden rates in serving
the variety of purposes for which costs are used. Practical capacity unit cost of
goods is, as far as fixed costs are concerned, as nearly the true cost of goods as
it is possible to attain. Unit cost of goods is not inflated by costs of idle capacity
378
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which had nothing to do with their manufacture. With a unit cost so derived,
management is better able to decide what parts of products to manufacture and
what ones to buy, and what policies and practices to follow in meeting competition. Nor are the inventories inflated with expenditures necessary to carry along
unused capacity.
With average capacity and its policy of burden inclusion in inventories, it
would be possible in periods of rapid expansion of inventories to "sell" to inventories burden which should have been absorbed against sales, resulting in inflated profit and inventories. This could easily prove embarrassing in a subsequent period of deflation. A writer has aptly stated that there is no logic in
adapting the last -in, first -out method of calculating inventories, designed to keep
inventories down for a period of deflation, if at the same time inventories are inflated with costs of unused capacity (Bennett, Clinton, "Internal Control —Principles, Practical Adaptation, Cases," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, Vol. 23, pp. 1550- 1551.)
If practical capacity is used, it is possible to analyze the burden balance so as
to show that amount of fixed costs incurred on unused capacity. The amount
of burden unabsorbed and the ratio of absorbed to normal burden will show
the extent to which available facilities are not being used. Lack of balance in
activity between machines and processes will also be apparent from the same
figures. Moreover, in setting up a procedure to accumulate the costs of idle
time, the production man may fulfill his ultimate aim to eliminate idle capacity.
The disadvantage of using practical capacity as the normal rate of activity is
the risk of using end cost as the basis of price determination without including
fixed costs arising from unused capacity. These costs must ultimately be recovered in the selling price. Yet, practical capacity gives no inkling as to what
unused capacity will be for predetermined selling price purposes. For price setting purposes, then, and for purposes of establishing long -range price policies,
normal capacity considered as capacity to make and sell, and based upon anticipated sales of a term of future years to approximate the period required for the
realization of fixed investment, is the prerequisite for a sound price policy. The
use of average capacity automatically establishes sound cost estimates, which
guide the industry toward a sound long -range price structure. Similarly the use
of average capacity tends to prevent overexpansion of plant capacity through
a better perspective on demand in relation to facilities.
Because cost accounting is truly a means to an end and not an end in itself,
it is obvious that, with the use of either interpretation of the theory of normal
burden rates, management must turn to another source of information for the
collection of cost data.
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A Plan for Supplementing Practical Capacity Burden Accounting
Three principal points have been established in the study of the limitations
of average capacity and practical capacity methods of applying burden to production:
I. The use of practical capacity is susceptible of ending in disastrous results unless it is set somewhere near average
capacity or unless end cost and losses
due to idle capacity are clearly understood.

2. If average capacity is used as normal,
numerous cost items, needed to supply
management with information are, buried
within the rates,
3. If average capacity is used as normal, a
sound long -range price structure is automatically established.

Cost accounting records supply management with all the cost information
needed only when average capacity is the same as practical capacity. In this ideal
situation the records supply costs soundly conceived as under practical capacity,
as well as safe costs for pricing. Unfortunately, this ideal situation is not ordinarily found for reasons obvious to all. Furthermore, it is impossible to preserve the advantage of average and practical capacity within a single set of cost
accounting records. Only one method of applying burden to production can be
used. A choice must be made and statistical data employed to supplement the
system chosen.
The use of average capacity, the full name of which is capacity represented
by average sales expectancy, lends itself poorly to this. If the business of the
plant fluctuates and average capacity is used for the application of burden to
production, inflated and deflated inventories and profits are unavoidable, especially if management tries to level -out production. Statistical data may, perhaps,
be used to state balance sheets and income statements conservatively, but this is
cumbrous. Further, average capacity may be conveniently used to bury inefficiencies which have resulted in idle capacity. These inefficiencies may be discovered when actual costs for short -term conditions are calculated but this would
involve the supplementary calculation of the idle capacity by means of special
practical capacity burden rates for fixed costs and alloting idleness costs to production to find true product cost. The resulting costs might aid management in
elimination of unprofitable items and improving efficiency, but how many
managements are going to spend time and money trying to unstring cost data
which has been covered up within the system? It seems to me that there is only
one situation in which average capacity should be used in applying burden to
production and that is when management does not have a satisfactory understanding of cost figures for price determination purposes.
However, if it is difficult to supplement average capacity burden accounting,
it is more possible to achieve its benefits by supplement when using practical
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capacity for burden application on the accounting records. Upon close examination of average capacity method of costing burden to production, it is to be
found that any price structure advantages inherent in it may be found also in
simple schedules apart from the cost accounting records and the method of costing production. Other advantages which might occur through the use of average capacity may be realized at the time average commercial demand is estimated. Such schedule need be nothing more than an estimate of average commercial demand (identical to that estimate which would be used in costing production under average capacity) and known costs which will be incurred to
meet the average commercial demand. With this simple schedule before management, a long -range policy for burden inclusion insuring a sound price structure would be established, thus avoiding the one danger sometimes found in
use of practical capacity for product costs. It should be emphasized that, in
using practical capacity, the practical capacity of the plant as a whole must be
estimated in the determination of the normal burden rate for costing production,
thereby preserving the distinct advantages of practical capacity—among them
the isolation of excess capacity —which would be buried if average capacity were
used in costing production.
Exhibit 1, a break -even chart which is confined to burden costs, incorporates
graphically a protection against inadequate pricing under practical capacity
costing. The advantages of both average capacity and practical capacity may be
preserved if, through the use of average commercial demand and standards for
that rate of activity, the average expected profit is set. For illustrative purposes,
Point N, at $6,000, will serve. This plan, in effect, establishes a definite point
along line ET which correlates with the profit margin at 100% practical capacity.
In other words, a profit margin of $12,000, Point T at 100% practical capacity,
contemplates an average expected profit of $6,000 under conditions of average
capacity set at 75% of capacity. Long -term expected actual costs, are automatically established to include burden costs of $19,500, Line OQ.
Following the plan which has been described and depicted, management would
be supplied with the following cost information:
From the schedules of statistical data
a. the average commercial demand,
b. capacity that will remain unused in
meeting average commercial demand,
c. expected actual long -term product
costs,
d. a long -range predetermined price
setting policy,
e. a level of production,
f. a level of employment.
NOVEMBER, 1956

2. From the cost accounting records
a. true short -term product costs
b. inefficiencies of management through
the analysis of unabsorbed burden,
c. inventories and profits not inflated or
deflated but stated at their conservative amount.
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If management operates through such a plan, all of the advantages of practical capacity and average capacity interpretations of the theory of normal burden rates are preserved and all the purposes for which costs are used may be
served. However, the accountant has a responsibility here. The degree to
which he has informed management on the meaning of accounting information
has a real bearing, for the efficiency and accuracy with which the theory of normal burden rates is to function and the adequacy of a particular interpretation
of the theory of normal burden rates in serving the variety of purposes for
which costs are used depends entirely upon management's understanding of
statistical and cost data. Whichever interpretation of the theory of normal
burden rates is chosen, the resulting cost data will not serve equally well all the
purposes for which costs are used. Statistical data must supplement in either
case.
Average capacity burden rates are suggested for costing burden to production
if management has a limited understanding of cost data as used for price setting
purposes. However, some uses of cost data cannot be availed of under this approach. Practical capacity burden rates and statistical data to supplement the
limitations should be used in costing burden to production if management has
been given a clearer understanding of cost information. Only in this way can
the advantages of both practical and average capacity burden rates be preserved,
to all intents and purposes, and all the purposes for which costs are used,
served. The fact that practical capacity is more reliably estimated than average
capacity is also an important reason for using practical capacity supplemented
by statistical data, rather than vice versa.
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Was Your Report Structure Built
Or Did it Happen?
by RICHARD F. NEUSCHEL
Principal, McKinsey 8 Company, Inc., Management Consultants, New York, N. Y.

The author of this paper maintains that indentification of management's need for information is the only sound basis for building a
structure of accounting reports and he suggests that it may well replace the "housing cleaning" approach. He describes this more fundamental approach in detail, first pointing out that a critical period in
the development of accounting reports exists today when means of
producing information in volume tend to obscure the essential matter
of how much information to use and how to make it useful.

currently being shown in report improvement,
F it seems quite evidentof interest
that a great many of today's executives have caught a
Ronk THE AMOUNT

glimpse of the promise that lies in rebuilding a vast assortment of traditional
accounting and statistical reports into a compact, top -flight body of management
intelligence. Following are the three key factors that seem to underlie this
interest.
First is the long -term growth in size and complexity of many business organizations. This trend, accentuated by the wave of mergers which has taken
place during the past decade, has increased management's dependence on written summaries of operating results. The second factor is the growing need for
better ways of measuring executive performance. Decentralization of operations
has emphasized this need, as have the increased use of management development programs, and incentive compensation for executives. The extensive use
of these techniques calls for reevaluation of the structure of management control reports in nearly every company. The third factor which underscores the
importance of report improvement is the development of faster, larger - capacity
information - producing equipment. A number of thoughtful businessmen are
beginning to wonder if our ability to assimilate and use management information intelligently has kept pace with our ability to generate it. In any event,
there can be little doubt but that those who profit most from office automation
will be those who have the discipline and perception and resourcefulness to determine, out of all the information that could be made available, what small
part of it is clearly needed or can be profitably used by the management team.
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Weaknesses in Information Currently Supplied to Management
As a result of this widespread interest and need, I have had an opportunity
over the past several years to study the management information structures of a
number of companies, both medium -size and large. In over -all summary, it is
fair to say that, in the great majority of companies today, the structure of management information is still pretty cumbersome and ineffective —and this does
not exclude companies which have highly developed accounting and budgetary
control systems. Let us consider just how and why this is true. The observed
weaknesses in management information may be summed up in terms of:
I. Too much information given.
2. Important omissions of information.
3. Lack of integration within the report
structure.

4. Lack of clarity in information reported.
5. Failure to distinguish sharply between the
kinds of information needed for planning
and the kinds needed for control.

Probably the most common weakness in the report structure of companies is
that it contains a completely indigestible amount of information. This means
not only that there are too many conflicting, overlapping, or unnecessary reports,
but also that basically valuable reports are crowded with a great deal of useless
or marginal information in the form of too many columns, too fine a breakdown,
and other features of excessive detail. As an illustration, in one company with
which I am familiar, the president was found to be receiving 125 different reports: 5 daily, 18 weekly, 54 monthly, 26 quarterly, and 22 annually. Considering the frequency with which each of these reports was issued, he received,
on the average, something over 250 separate issues of reports each month. This
meant that, if he spent 15 minutes on each one, roughly half of his time would
be absorbed in this activity alone. As in this case, the economic waste resulting
from too much information is primarily the loss of executive effectiveness, and
only secondarily the incremental clerical cost. This loss of effectiveness comes
about in either one of two ways, depending on how figure- minded a given executive is. He either ignores the great mass of information with which he is
confronted (and, therefore, misses the vital as well as the marginal information)
or he tends to become enslaved by it.
The second indicated weakness in the report structure of most companies is
that some of the important pieces of the picture are missing —i.e., information
which would highlight basic company problems or which has a major bearing
on the planning and control of key activities. One of the things that a fair
number of accountants still have to learn is that control is not limited to costs or
other forms of performance that can be expressed quantitatively or to the elements of performance covered by the accounting system. The long -run competitive strength of a business may be largely dependent on the successful perN O V E M B E R , 1956
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formance of functions for which output or results are not measurable in the
ordinary sense of the word or, at least are not measurable by any yardsticks
which now exist. In spite of this difficulty of measurement, you will never
have a fully effective system of management control if you ignore the evaluation
of results achieved in these areas and simply concentrate on the actual versus
budgeted expense of performing the function.
The third common weakness —lack of integration —is an almost universal
one. The report structure tends to be a hodgepodge of uncoordinated bits and
pieces instead of something that has been carefully designed and integrated.
The fourth weakness in the list underscores the fact that reports frequently
are not presented simply and clearly enough to be easily understood by the non accounting executive. Sometimes this has to do with the substance or content
of a report and sometimes with its form. I do not mean that accountants generally are still submitting reports in form of the bed -sheet type common some
years ago. Happily most accountants have progressed beyond that point. What
I do mean is that accountants tend to be so preoccupied with the technology of
their profession —with accounting principle and method —that they have not
learned how (or taken the time) to think about the real interests and needs of
the management. They have not accomplished enough in developing presentation techniques which highlight significant trends or developments or otherwise
help the reader grasp the full meaning of a report without having to study it
painstakingly. As a result of this failure, many managements still think of reports as more of an accounting exercise than a useful operating tool.
A final common weakness is that the report structures of most companies fail
to distinguish sharply between the information needed for planning and the information needed for control. This particular point is broad enough for an
article in itself. However, the distinction can be drawn quickly. Information
by product, i.e., income or cost information by product or segment of the product line, is essentially planning information. It permits the making of such
planning decisions as are involved in pricing, in planning product -line emphasis
in selling, in deleting items from the line, etc. However, it does not serve a
control purpose because it is not ordinarily broken down by organization unit
and, therefore, does not show who is responsible for the results reported. Failure to distinguish clearly between these two basic types of management information results in underemphasis of one or the other type. It results in mixing
up the two types of reports. It results in preparing information at the wrong
intervals, sending it to the wrong people, and comparing it with the wrong
types of yardsticks.
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How the Weaknesses Originated
If we are going to do an effective job of correcting these weaknesses, we
ought to understand some of the underlying reasons why they exist. One of
the principal causes of lack of integration in most report structures is that, taken
as a whole, the reports of any one company are seldom the product of one mind
or of one time. Most of the parts came into being without any thought having
been given to how each is related to the whole. Another causal factor —and this
is probably one of the most important —is that, although the volume of information in most companies has increased enormously in recent years, relatively
little advance has been made in the education of both accountants and executives on how to use accounting information as an aid in maintaining and increasing profits. In contrast to the tremendous growth in our ability to produce information, there has been very little advance in the reasoned determination of what information is of real worth in running the business.
This condition is likely to exist even in the most progressive companies.
When an organization becomes increasingly cost or profit conscious —when it
becomes "sold" on the importance of facts as the basis for planning and con trol—it usually develops a strong appetite for more and more information.
The typical approach has been to satisfy that appetite without worrying too
much about how all the pieces of information fit together or without thinking
critically, "What specific decisions can I make from this information or what
specific action can I take on the basis of it "?
A second important reason why so little has been achieved in improvement
of reporting lies in the way in which most companies approach the job of
simplyfying and strengthening their management information structure. Typically, the approach follows a fairly common pattern symbolized by a directive
I recently read, written by a company president to all department heads. In
part, this is what it said:
"It seems to me that the various reports being prepared throughout the company have
grown to a point where they warrant special consideration. Therefore, I should like
to have thorough survey made of all our reports for the purpose of eliminating those
not absolutely essential to the conduct of our business. This survey should include
the simplification or restriction of distribution on reports that cannot be discontinued
entirely."
The program launched by this statement of objectives consisted basically of
these steps. First, some of the most questionable reports were discontinued
without notice and then reinstated if the former recipients "hollered" for them
loudly enough. Second, copies of all other reports were gathered together and
analyzed for duplication, following which the recipient of each copy was asked
NOVEMBER, 1956
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if he could not get along without it. On the reports which had to be kept
as a result of these two steps —and this included over 95 per cent of them —
further efforts were made to simplify the contents, rearrange columns, present
some of the information in chart form, and the like.
I would guess that there are few accountants who, at one time or another,
have not witnessed or participated in this kind of periodic "house- cleaning"
drive on their company's reports. Yet, we have still to find a single executive
who claims that this approach has ever produced any far - reaching or enduring
gains. As one administrative vice president put it, "We go through this sort
of thing about every two or three years and it never amounts to much more
than a raking of leaves here and there ". Managements of other companies are
often less persistent. After one or two attempts, they conclude that very little
can be done about improving report structure and, therefore, are disinclined
to tackle the problem again. The real fault lies not in lack of improvement
opportunity but in these basic defects in the approach itself:
I. It provides no reasoned basis for determining what information is needed. As
principal criferia for cutting or keeping
reports, it relies on personal preference
and preconceptions.
2. It tends to be self - limiting because it ties
the mind to the make -up of existing reports. Its whole focus is on "scrubbing
up" what you now have.

3. It is typically not a dynamic approach.
It does not go deeply enough in trying
to rebuild the structure of management
information into a real profit- making
tool. It is a sort of negative approach
aimed primarily at tufting office expense
through elimination of unnecessary or
duplicate information.

Positive Approach to Overhauling the Report Structure
In contrast, the principal steps in an approach which can cut the number of
reports in half and yet double their value to management are described in this
and succeeding paragraphs. The most important element in this approach is
to concentrate on defining the company's real planning and performance measurement needs rather than on analyzing what reports are now being prepared and to whom copies are distributed. Instead of plunging immediately
into an appraisal of present reports, try first to isolate the important elements
of performance which control end results, that is, the critical factors affecting
not only- short-term profit results but also long -term company growth, competitive strength, and profitability.
Thus the whole planning and control job is broken down into its component parts by, first, determining the major areas or functions where planning
and performance- measurement are needed and, second, breaking down each area
or function into its profit - making components, which have to be controlled
individually to ensure satisfactory individual over -all results. The end result is
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M a n u f a c t u r i n g.
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Capit al E xpe ndi tures .

5.

In ve nt o ri es .

EXHI BI T 1

an outline of performance- measurement needs which provides a framework
against which existing reports can be evaluated without letting the detailed
examination obscure the target or spoil one's aim. To illustrate this process,
the first three exhibits accompanying this article show part of the management

tAMIBi l L
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information outline of a manufacturing company which followed the approach recommended.
Exhibit 1 shows the first breakdown mentioned, a list of the major planning
and control areas. Exhibit 2 outlines part of the company's second breakdown
—a list of key performance factors in one major control area, that of marketing. This schematic diagram was developed from the attempt to answer these
questions: What are the basic elements of performance to be controlled in this
situation? That is, what is the best single indicator of over -all performance?
What, then, are the measurable components which make up the total end
result? It should be noted that this diagram covers only factors which have a
direct and measurable effect on profits. In any given situation, of course, there
are always other important performance elements to be measured in the marketing job and the complete outline of the company mentioned here contains
several such additional factors. They include trend of market penetration, acquisition and loss of customers, customer and trade relations, and similar considerations. As further illustration, Exhibit 3 covers the list of performance
factors which this company developed for another control area, the position of

KEY

ELEMENTS

OF

PERFORMANCE

IN

PUR CHASI NG

Pe r f o r m a n c e M e as ur e m e n t s Re late d to Short -Te rm Profi t s
1.

Price Pe rformance :

On k e y p u r c h a s e d i t e m s ,

have p r i c e s pai d

been cons is te ntl y at , above , or bel ow t he m a r k e t ?
2.

3.

Delivery Performance
A.

Have de l i ve ry promi s e d at e s be e n s e c ur e d fr om
suppli e rs and how wel l have the y be en me t ?

B.

What h av e b e e n t h e co n s e q u e n c e s o f d e l i v e r y f ai l u r e ?

Ope rat ing C o s t P e r fo r m an c e
A.

Act ual vs. budge t e d d e p a r t m e n t a l e x p e n s e

B.

Quality of the de part me ntal budge t

P e r f o r m a n c e M e as u r e m e n t s Related to Lo n g -T e rm P ro fi t s
1.

Re sults achie ve d from purchasing r e s e a r c h

2.

Development of ke y pe rsonne l

EXHIBIT 3
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director of purchases. This is of interest because, in contrast to the marketing
job, it covers one of the staff positions for which few if any of the significant
elements of performance have a direct, measurable effect on profits.
It should be emphasized that the performance elements listed here are only
illustrative. In any given situation, the report structure would be custom- tailored
to reflect the basic economics of the business, the individuality of the company,
and the critical elements of cost and performance on which profits depend.
Obviously, these elements will vary greatly among industries and among companies within an industry. What may need to be highlighted and watched carefully in a basic processing company might be quite different from the controlling factors, for an equipment manufacturer, textile converter, insurance company, public utility, chain store, or common carrier. Even within a company,
the list of key control elements will vary from time to time with shifts in industry position, product superiority, distribution methods, economic conditions,
availability of raw materials, and like influences.
T o illustrate the benefits to be gained from building the report structure
around key profit- making factors, let me mention the results that one manufacturing company achieved. After a systematic study to determine real planning and control needs at each level of management, the company was able to
reduce its recurring reports from 560 to 140 and the number of copies of reports being distributed from over 2,800 to 460. An interesting sidelight is
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EXHIBIT 5

that the number of reports received by the president was reduced from 83 to
18.

Ev e n so, redu c tion in the qu a nti ty of in fo r m a t i o n wa s not th e mo st im-

po r ta n t resu lt a chie ved. T h e big ga in s we r e scored in the qu a lity of th e in-

formation produced. They were achieved by plugging major holes in the
report structure and ensuring that each executive was receiving the facts he
needed to keep his attention riveted on the important factors controlling end
results.
Maki ng Indi vid ual Rep ort s More Usa ble
Getting down to the essential reports and information is half the battle —
but only half. The remainder lies in developing information presentation techniques which make it easy for the nonaccounting executive to understand and
use the reports submitted to him. Admittedly this is a matter of form and not
of substance, but a great many business executives will testify that it has a
major bearing on the usefulness of reports and, therefore, on the extent to
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CRI T ERI A O F A SOUND ST RU CT U RE O F PE R FOR M AN CE - ME ASUREM EN T
RE P OR T S
1. I t c o nf o r m s so a n d r e f l e c t s t h e c o m p a n y's o r ga n i z a t i o n s t r u c t u r e s o t h a t a c c o u n tabi l i t y for re sul t s i s cl e arl y shown.
2. Fo r e a c h s e p a r a t e o r ga n i z a t i o n un i t o f t h e b u s i n e s s , i t c o v e r s a l l t h e i m p o r t a n t
co n t r ol l a b l e e l e m e n t s o f p e r f o r ma n c e t h a t af f e c t t h e gr o u p's t o t a l c on t r i bu t i o n
t o c omp any -wi de goa l s.
3. I t r e p r e s e n t s , i n t o t al , an i n t e gr a t e d pl a n o f co n t r o l s o t h a t i n fo r m at i on f ur n i sh e d
t o a l l l e v e l s o f m a n a ge m e nt t i e s t o ge t h e r , si m p l y b e c o m i n g mo r e c o n d e n s e d a s
h i gh e r l e v e l s o f m a n a ge m e n t a r e r e a c h e d .
4. I t i s , i t s e l f, un d e r co n t i n u ou s co n t r o l s o t h at i t c an be a dj u st e d p r om p t l y t o me e t
ch an gi n g n e e ds .

EXHIBIT 6

which they are used. Two of the principal techniques by which to achieve this
goal are:
I. Cha rt i ng of st at ist i cal d a t a .
1 . Arran gi ng informat ion in a way

which

makes t he
boldly.

si gnificant

fact s

st and

out

To illustrate, Exhibits 4 and 5 show examples of bad and good reporting.
Exhibit 4 is a good illustration of a highly statistical report. In contrast, Exhibit
5 shows a top -level report which illustrates one method of designing management information around the way that non - accounting executives think. This
report, called a profit control chart, is really a combination organization chart
and profit- and -loss statement. It is designed to show at a glance the company's
over -all performance against its planned profit objective and the size of each
department's contribution, favorable or unfavorable.
Making Accounting Information a Priceless Asset
We have dealt, in this article, with two main topics: how to design a sound
over -all structure of management reports and what constitutes a good individual
control report. To summarize and emphasize what has been said on these two
matters, Exhibit 6 lists the characteristics of a well designed report structure as
a whole, and Exhibit 7 outlines the characteristics of a good individual control
report.
The approach outlined is, in a sense, simple in concept but not easy to execute.
To do anything more than a patched -up job requires a great deal of time and
hard, competent work. But the fruits can be well worth the labor for, as the
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C H A R A C TE R I S T I C S

OF

A GOOD

P ER F O R MA N C E - MEA SUR EMEN T

REPORT

1. I t c o v e r s a n e l e m e n t o f p e r f o r m a n c e t h a t h a s a s i g n i f i c a n t b e a r i n g o n e n d r e s u l t s
ach ie ve d .
2. I t f a c il i t a t e s m e a s u r e m e n t o f p e r f o r m a n c e b y c o m p a r in g a c t u a l r e s u lt s w it h w h a t
t h ey s h o u ld h ave b een .
3. I t r e p o r t s o n l y t h e e s s e n t i a l f a c t s s o t h a t t h e r e a d e r c a n l e a r n t h e w h o l e s t o r y
wit h o u t b e in g c o n fu s e d .
4 . I t i s l i m i t e d t o c o n t r o l l a b l e i t e m s o r , a t t h e v e r y l e a s t , it s e g r e g a t e s c o n t r o l l a b l e
an d n o n co n t r o l lab le it e m s s o t h a t p re s en t at io n o f t h e wh o le s t o ry d o e s n o t o b s cu re
res p o n s ib il it y o r t h e n ee d f o r ac t io n .
5. I t f o c u s e s a t t e n t i o n o n m a t t e r s r e q u i r i n g a c t i o n b y a c c e n t i n g s i g n i f i c a n t t r e n d s o r
o u t - o f - lin e p e r f o rm a n c e .
b. I t a p p e a r s in a f o r m t h a t is e a s y t o u n d e r s t a n d a n d u s e .
7. I t i s e x p r e s s e d in t h e l a n g u a g e o f t h e r e p o r t u s e r .
8. I t is d is t r ib u t e d o n ly t o p e r s o n s w h o a r e p r o p e r ly c o n c e r n e d w i t h t h e s u b j e c t
co v ere d a n d t h e am o u n t o f d et ail in wh ich it ° s p r es e n t e d .
9. I t is is s u e d p r o m p t l y , r e g u l a r l y , a n d a t a p p r o p r ia t e in t e r v a ls .
10 . I t c a n b e p r e p a r e d e c o n o m i c a l l y i n r e l a t i o n t o t h e u s e t h a t i s m a d e o f i t o r t h e
val u e it p ro d u c es .

EXHIBIT 7

vice president of a large equipment manufacturing company put it: "It took us
five years to develop the planning and control factors we are now using. We
consider them one of our most priceless assets."
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Equipping Management Controls
With Power Steering and Power Brakes
by GEORGE K. BRYANT
Operations Manager, R.C.A. Victor Television Division, Radio Corporation of America,
Camden, New Jersey

Advance planning of .tales and torts (including product coils, even
ahead of completion of product design) is the key concept advanced
in this experienced based article, which traces this planning from
short to long -range and then to the emergence of a final profit goal
and of daily, weekly, and monthly control media useful io—and
used by —all departments and all levels of management in achievement of the goal. Standard costs and budgets are fundamental to
the methods described.

is to negotiate the hairpin turns and the grades on today's
Ihighspeed industrial
highway, it must have the right man at the wheel and
F

MANAGEMENT

the direction of the business should be strengthened with the most modern
controls. These controls must be equipped with power steering and power
brakes. I can best discuss the method for doing this if I draw from our experience in the RCA' Victor Television Division. As to power steering, through
the use of applicable techniques, we have achieved increased flexibility and the
job of guiding our operations towards adequate profits is now possible with
much less effort. By the application of power brakes to these controls, we
are now better able to pull up fast in the event we meet head -on obstacles
which require the rapid changing of our operation plans.
Setting the Course Through Projections
In our division, controls begin far in advance of actual operations. Every
year, a five -year forecast, is prepared by product line. This requires an analysis
of long -range economic forecasts, industry projections, market trends and other
factors, such as, volume, units, price levels, and cost levels. These projections,
when completed, are expressed in the form of forecast profit and loss and
balance sheet projections. It is true that the products which are the subject
of these long -range plans have not been engineered, designed, nor styled and,
therefore, the projections cannot be anything more than the name implies. They
do give us, however, a forward look into the future and are used as guide posts
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in planning capital expansion, new products, and future organization changes
and serve many other useful purposes.
Planning for the immediate future starts at least eight months in advance of
the period and begins with the commercial program planning. (In launching
a completely new line of television instruments, such functions as research, engineering design and others begin to work at a much earlier time. However,
the commercial program begins to take shape at least eight months in advance.)
At this stage, quantities are established by type of model, color, screen -size and
by features and performance. To do this, it is necessary to put together on
paper a complete line of merchandise. Such factors as economic trends, industry projections and market studies are also considered. The mix of models, i.e.,
the quantities of table models, open face consoles, door consoles by screen sizes,
is determined from commercial trends, buyer surveys, present movement, and
seasoned commercial judgement. Price and discounts are established considering
competition as the factor in this category. To do this, it is necessary to give
effect to our best estimate of both current and anticipated competitive pricing.
The planning up to this point has been carried out essentially by our sales,
product planning, and our merchandise departments. The controller's office has
also participated in most or all of the sales planning meetings. It is now time
for the financial group to go to work. In our operations, the cost estimating
function is part of the controller's office and not of the manufacturing department. Immediately, cost estimates are prepared for all models in the line. The
manufacturing operations are controlled on a standard cost system in which
the standards are established by the cost estimating section. Because the engineering of the models is not complete at this early stage, many of the costs are
estimated on oral information supplied by the engineering department. Cost
estimates for price planning purposes only are issued at this stage and should
be considered as estimated standard costs, not estimated actual costs.
These estimated costs flow to the budget and pricing section, also a function
of the controller's office, where the projected standard gross margin report is
prepared. It lists each model in the program and shows opposite each model
the suggested list price, discount pattern, standard gross margin dollars and
percentages, selling price to distributor, and tentative standard plant cost. This
report and its subsequent revisions become extremely valuable tools for our
management group which evaluates the proposed models based on the standard
gross margin percentages. We operate within a standard cost system. Our
profit and loss statements show sales dollars, cost of sales at standard, standard
gross margin, then variances, expenses, and profit. We know, for example, that
if, at a specific volume, our variances and expenses run 10 per cent of sales,
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we

then a 10 per cent standard gross margin would yield zero profits, a 15 per cent
standard gross margin would yield 5 per cent profit, etc. (It should be pointed
out that models are not always priced to yield the average gross margin
desired. These models are necessary to assure the successful merchandising of
the overall line) .
After the gross margin report has been issued it is put to good use by the
sales, merchandising and product development departments. In the meantime,
the budget section and the manufacturing administration department have worked
out tentative production plans by model, by line, and have programmed the
schedule by months. The merchandise department has prepared what we call
a "road map ". This is a schedule of projected sales by model, by month. When
can determine prowe lay the road map along side the production plans,
jected finished goods inventory. With this information, the budget section then
prepares a projected profit and loss statement by estimating variances from
standard and selling and administrative expenses. This is Plan No. 1. This
plan is tentative, preliminary, and rough but we are finally "in business" and
only about two weeks have elapsed since we started.
Before the new program is finally launched, anywhere from 30 to 100 revised plans will have been issued. Most of these revisions are brought about
by changes in model mix and selling prices. Often Plan No. 1 projected profit
is unsatisfactory and much work is required to adjust the program (to everyone's satisfaction) to yield a satisfactory profit. For example, sometimes, a
specific model shows an unsatisfactory profit. When that happens, the engineering department may be informed that the design content is too high. At that
point, the chief engineer usually can prove that, based on the sales specifications,
the design is very economical. Then the sales department is asked to raise the
price or shorten the discount on this model. The general sales manager quickly
informs you that he is already $30 higher than competition and has the shortest
discount in the industry. Somehow these problems are solved, although it does
take a bit of doing.
During the next several months, a lot of things happen. The engineering
department has completed its designs and released the blueprints and bills
of material. Model shop samples of new models have been completed. The
entire line of instruments have been available for further sales planning meetings. Commercial plans have been finalized, models approved, firm prices established, and costs determined. Revised profit and loss forecasts based upon
better information have been issued and, finally, the time has come to execute
the program.
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The Costs Embodied in Standard Costs and Budgets
But what about the proper financial controls? While all this activity has
been going on, the very heart of the necessary financial controls has been developed. Let us take up first the cost control exercised by the cost estimating
section. In the Television Division, the cost of purchased material is by far the
greatest element of total plant cost. For this reason, we use our standard cost
system to control both purchased material costs and plant manufacturing costs.
Our standard costs are based on engineered standards which remain in effect
for a twelve -month period. For them we establish certain fundamental cost data.
First, all raw material standards are based on a survey and study of mill prices
of basic materials in all their forms and shapes. Second, a survey is conducted
once a year to determine direct labor wage rates by occupation in certain
geographical areas. Third, we determine, by survey, overhead liquidation rates
by machine center prevailing at our outside suppliers in the same geographical
areas. With this basic data at our command, it is possible to engineer our
standard costs.
Normally, a standard cost is issued the same day the blueprints are released.
The part or sub - assembly is processed, assuming minimum runs of 10,000
pieces on modern machinery and employment of efficient tools. Material is calculated allowing for efficient utilization and minimum waste. The direct labor
is processed by laying out the sequence of operations and then applying synthetic time values, or "pre- rates" as they are sometimes called. The standard
wage rates and overhead liquidation rates are applied to arrive at an efficiency
standard cost. This is the cost we would expect our own plants to achieve if
the item were to be manufactured by them. We then add a factor for administrative and sales expenses and profit to arrive at the purchased standard cost.
Standard costs are engineered for most but not all purchased parts. Exceptions
are hardware shelf items which can be procured on the open competitive market at essentially the same price from all suppliers. Also excepted are electronic
tubes and highly specialized items, such as ground lenses. These few items
have standard costs based on current market prices.
Our purchased standard costs are used as control tools in many ways. For
example, a copy is forwarded to the purchasing department where it is routed to
the buyer responsible for the particular type of part. The standard is filed in
the office of the buyer long before he receives requisitions to purchase the part.
The buyer is, therefore, better equipped to evaluate quotations when received
and to negotiate with suppliers when prices seem high. Through discussion
of the material content and cost, the sequence of operations, the direct labor value,
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plus overhead value, set -up allowances, and administrative and profit figures,
suppliers are usually convinced that we know what these costs should be and
their quoted price usually falls in line. Millions of dollars have been saved
in our company by proper use of this control tool. In the meantime, the copy
of the standard cost is converted into a punched card and transmitted to the
plants. All material is carried in inventory at the standard cost value and purchased variances are written off when the material is received. Other uses of
the punched card are discussed later.
Another group of the cost estimating section sets up instrument standards
using the material standards already established and, following the same techniques, processes and pre -rates the assembly operations for the plants. It should
be made clear at this point that all liquidation rates, factors and allowances
are established by the controller's office. These preliminary instrument standards are used for the final gross margin reports, budgets, and projected profit
and loss statements.
Final plant standards are based on plant processes and plant time studies
after line balance but only when approved by the home office cost estimating
section. Process sheets and time studies are submitted to it for approval because the individual plants have different union contracts governing wage rates
and have different physical facilities. There may be, therefore, minor variations between the preliminary and the final standards. When these plant processes and time studies are approved, the cost estimators then issue the final
standards incorporating the approved rates from the plants, and plant performance is measured against these final standards.
Simultaneously with the standard setting, other functions of the controller's
office are establishing controls. The budget section has coordinated a capital
budget necessary to facilitate the new program and to insure efficient operation
of existing facilities. Appropriations have been prepared and approved to spend
sums of money within the budget limits previously approved. Operating expense
budgets have also been prepared geared to the planned program and are in line
with the forecast expenses on the projected profit and loss statements mentioned earlier. The individual budgets must be in line not only with past performance but must also incorporate the latest systems studies and analyses and
meet certain ratios before they are approved. If the proposed budgets seem out
of line, a series of studies of performance ratios is presented, with the result
that most division managers set tighter budgets for themselves than you would
normally expect.
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Operating Under a Conservative Plan and an Optimistic Goal
This brings us to the day when the new program is initiated. The operating people have been progressing on schedule. Sales meetings have been
held. Advertising and sales promotion activities have been prepared, approved,
and commitments made. The factories have run pilot runs of the new line and
samples have been submitted for quality and sales approval. Necessary financial
controls have been established and perfected. At this point, our top corporate
management receives the final projected profit and loss statement and balance
sheet in two phases.
Phase No. 1 is the budget for the year and Phase No. 2 is the goal for the
year. The budget is normally a conservative financial projection while the goal
is an all -out optimistic forecast of financial results possible if everything breaks
just right. In the budget are included certain reserves for sales promotions, additional advertising, and other factors which may well be spent during the course
of the year. The goal on the other hand, assumes a continuing strong market,
perhaps some additional volume and no adverse competitive condition. The
budget becomes the key budget for the year and is referred to as such throughout
the coming year. The goal, also remains unchanged and is also used throughout the coming year as a guide.
The time has arrived for operation of the plan at the factory level. Our
manufacturing plants are receiving material at an increasing rate, labor has
been trained, new materials is being "chewed up," and sets are coming off the
end of the line into finished goods inventory. From finished goods inventory,
sets are loaded into the box cars and trucks are being shipped. All facets of
the operating departments are in full swing. The financial department, which
is considered as a service function (a vitally important one) has a few operating problems of its own. At this point, although we find ourselves in a
new program with new models and new prices, we already feel very much at
home, because we have been working on the plans for this new line for the
past eight months.
Controls—Daily, Weekly, Monthly
Now, what about the controls we spent so much time perfecting? They begin to operate from the very first day. The budget for the current month has
been broken down into a daily sales budget. In considering the total budgeted
sales for a twenty working day month, the budget is not arrived at by dividing
the figure by twenty to arrive at a daily average but rather by carefully con400
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sidering such factors as sales releases, scheduled factory production by model,
and manufacturing build -up time. In operating under it, sales by plant, by
product line, and in total are reported by 10:30 o'clock each morning for the
prior day's sales and compared to the budget for the day and month -to -date
and the percentage of budget achievement. All responsible management people
receive this sales report by mid - morning. As the daily production figures and
daily shipments are available, a daily finished goods inventory control record
is received in home office by model and finish. Thus, every morning, there
are available as of the previous day and month -to -date, three key factors; sales
versus budgeted sales, production versus production schedule and actual inventory versus budget.
Weekly controls are still more informative. A few of the more important
weekly controls are cash expenditures for wages, material, capital and miscellaneous items versus budget, and purchase material variance versus budget. On
this subject, it should be pointed out that, inasmuch as the standard costs are
placed on punched cards and purchase orders are also in the form of punched
cards and, as material is ordered for three months in advance, it is possible to
determine accurately, by matching these cards, the purchased material variance
for a three -month period in advance and issue this report currently. This accomplishes two important things. First, it permits accurate budgeting of purchased material variance in the projected profit and loss statement and, secondly,
since each item has a punched commodity code, it permits the measurement of
each buyer by the commodity he is responsible for and enables corrective action
to be taken before it is too late. Another weekly control is the revised forecast
of plant variances submitted by the plant accountants. Each plant submits a
monthly forecast of variances from standard based on known conditions and
then issues revisions weekly, reflecting changes in conditions or errors in original forecasts (accompanied by adequate explanations).
The controls mentioned so far have dealt with manufacturing operations.
There is one other weekly control which deals with sales, which is vitally important. Every Friday, all of our distributors voluntarily fill out a pre - printed
Western Union blank by model number and finish (in code) showing their
sales to dealers for the week, sales for the year -to -date, and inventory as of
the close of business Thursday night. This information is transmitted by telegraph to our punched card installation in the home office. On Monday morning all sales and management people receive a printed report showing by model
and finish sales to dealers last week and year -to -date and distributors inventory, plus in- transit units from the factory to the distributor. This means that,
on Monday, we know by model, by distributor, by region, and in total, what
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was going on in the market place as of Thursday night —only one working day
behind.
This report became a bible several years ago when we were able, by means
of modern accounting equipment, to make it timely. It is now used in planning
shipments from the plant, to compare performance with past years, and to
guide our sales department in planning any necessary changes in model mix, in
order to avoid any inventory problems or to capitalize on additional sales of
strong models. By means of punched -card equipment, we obtain as by products
such information as open orders or unshipped balance of orders and the progress of shipments as measured against our merchandise plans. In general this
enables us to keep our finger on the pulse of the market.
In addition to the daily controls and weekly controls, there are the monthly
controls. The two most important of the monthly controls are the balance sheet
and the profit and loss statement. These two pieces of paper, in themselves, are
historical documents and good only for post mortems. They are not used by
themselves. Both the balance sheet and the profit and loss statement contain
three columns — actual, budget and goal. In this way, we know not only where
we are but where we believe we should be with respect to both the budget and
the goal. These statements are never any shock or surprise nor should they be
in any business in which adequate daily and weekly controls are in effect. To
supplement the profit and loss statement, interpretative reports are issued by
the plant accountants from the individual plant locations, explaining the variances and the causes for these variances. In the home office a complete analysis
is made of any item which varies from standard or budget. As to the balance
sheet, analyses of inventory balances, accounts receivable, accounts payable and
other accounts are made on a current basis.
The financial department usually has several balls in the air at the same time.
It is engaged in operating the financial controls for the current line of merchandise and, at the same time, is engaged in planning and establishing new controls for next year's line. Neither facet can afford to suffer from lack of attention because of the other. It is, therefore, necessary to give priority to both and
to administer both programs simultaneously. The final step in this sequence of
events involves the issuance monthly of a new revised budget for the month
based on current market conditions. Around the middle of each month, we
issue this revised budget, bringing forward year -to -date actual and a new look
both at the month to come and the remainder of the year. Although these
budgets are used for closer control, the original key budget and the goal program
are always available for comparison with the monthly statements. In addition,
there are many other controls operating at plant levels and in the home office,
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such as variable expense budgets, control of tool costs, and inventory controls,
which are constantly in effect and supplement the specific controls discussed in
this paper.
The One Objective
In our operations, the established controls have enabled us to rule by exception. In a large fast - moving business, this is very important, it is economical,
and it lends itself to fast management action. This method gives us the ability
to evaluate quickly actual results versus planned results and allows for flexibility
of planning, which is so important to us. It has enabled us to attain maximum
control with minimum detail. But there are no controls without a profit purpose. Accountants can become so involved in controls that they sometimes forget the underlying purpose of the controls. Why controls? Why all the manpower and effort and management attention in establishing controls? There is
only one reason —to help make sure of an adequate profit. Accountants should
consider, in addition to the preparation of routine financial statements, these
three basic fundamental controls.
I. Advance planning.

2. Adequate standards.

3. Realistic budgets.

These controls can be living, active controls that are on the job every hour
of every day of every year. These are the controls that can help to insure adequate profits. Properly designed, they will control modern business down to
day's industrial highway with all the benefits of power steering and power brakes.
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Packing and Sales Branch Cost
Control Under Standards
by CHARLES DOLCE
Supervisor in the General Accounting Department, Pitney-Bowes, Inc., Stamford, Conn.

It it now an increasingly frequent occurrence to find writers recounting
practical instances of standards determination and cost control in the
indirect expense area, extending to the province of selling and distribution expenses. Items in each of the latter two categories are involved in this presentation, with time study standards availed of in
one case and experience standards in the other.

of this article to illustrate how one company is applying
Istandards for controlling
distribution costs. The packing function and branch
T IS THE PURPOSE

sales operations have been selected for study, in order to point out that varying
distribution functions require the use of varying standards for translating
altogether dissimilar operations into easily understood data for management
cost control and analysis.
A Performance Incentive for the Packing Function
The packing function includes those activities directly associated with preparing a container for the product to be shipped, placing the product in the
container, and sealing the container. Establishment of an incentive system for
paying wages was the basic reason in the case at hand for obtaining a measurement of labor efficiency through the use of standards. Under it percentage
produced above standard becomes for the worker an additional percentage of
his base pay. For example, Employee A works in the packing section. Certain
operations in which he engages, being of routine and repetitive nature, can be
standardized. The results of standardization showed that 6 hours of an 8 hour
day can be associated with standard activities. The remaining two hours can
also be associated with packing activities, but the particular jobs cannot be
standardized. Consequently, Employee A's working week can be analyzed as
follows:
Standard productive hours ..................... ...............................
(6 hours per day: 5 day week)
Non - Standard productive hours ............. ...............................
(2 hours per day: 5 day week)
Total working hours per week ..............................
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If Employee A can pack two units per hour, his standard rate of production
for the six hours is twelve units. For a five day week, his standard rate of production is 60 units. This standard rate of production is now to be converted
into dollars. If Employee A produces 120 units during a given week, he has
exceeded his standard of 60 units by an additional 60 units, which is the equivalent of 30 additional hours of work over standard productive hours. Assuming
a rate of $1.50 per hour for rated work and $1.25 per hour for unrated work,
his earnings for the week are computed as follows:
Wage for standard productive hours:
30 hours @ $1.50 standard production rate........ $45.00
Wage for additional hours over standard productive
hours:
30 hours @ $1.50 standard production rate........ 45.00
Wage for non - standard productive hour:
10 hours @ $ 1.25 non - standard productive rate..
Total weekly wages

.......... ...............................

12.50
$102.50

Setting the Standards for Packing Labor and Material
A survey was first made by time study men to determine what jobs were part
of the packing function. This was achieved by observing and questioning
packing employees, asking the foreman, examining previous time and motion
study reports, and performing the jobs themselves. Once the jobs were properly
identified and classified as belonging to the packing function, a study was made
of each job in order to establish characteristices neccessary for setting a reliable
standard. These characteristics are:
I. The job procedures must be repetitive and routine in nature.
2. The job must be broken down into its simplest elements.

3. These elements must be suitable for measurement.

The results of the study finally revealed that the following jobs could be
standardized: folding the cartons in preparation for packing, the packing of
each completely assembled product, and the packing of accessories which are
to be shipped individually. The procedure followed in setting standards for all
the jobs which were considered suitable for standardization is given in the
succeeding paragraphs for the labor efficiency standard for packing of product A.
A detailed list of all activities necessary for packing Product A was prepared
The itemization of the Job Audit Sheet (Exhibit 1) was checked by the foreman
and employees working on the job for any discrepancies. The time study men
then prepared a job Observation Record (Exhibit 2) upon which all data necessary
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JOB AUDIT SHEET
Hundredths
of a Minut4

Packlna Product A
1. Carton to bench

11. Seal center of lid with tap e, on e strip

.070
.078

12. Seal one and with tape, on e strip
13. Re- position and seal opposite end, on e strip
14. Attach two tags under tape
15. Pick up and attach two sticker tags o n side
16. Tear tape and attach sticker tags o n to p of
carton
17. Carton aside to pallette

.085

.037
.055
.051

.039
.099

12% Rest and Delay
Standard Time Rate Per Unit Packed

112
1.0111
.

.

.

.

01 I
026
2. Fold back four lids
3. Pro duct A to table
.054
4. Rem it tag out cord w /pliers
.089
5. Open case
.029
.073
6. Check number and close case
7. Position Product A in carton
.051
6. Pick up, form and position insert on side .082
9. Pick up and position top insert
.026
.043
10. Fo ld over lid.

EXHIBIT 1

for obtaining a standard rate was compiled. Each activity or element was listed,
followed by the time for performing each of the elements. Four or five
observations were compiled for each element. If any of the observations applicable to an element deviated radically from the majority of observations, it
was investigated for an explanation and, on the basis of results obtained, was

S t u d y F i n is h e d

9.
10 .
11.
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16.
17.

Open case
C h e ck n u m b er a n d c lo s e ca s e
P o s i t io n P r o d u ct A in car t o n
P i c k u p , f o r m , p o s it i o n ,
make in sert
Pic k u p an d p o s itio n t o p
in s e rt
F o l d o v er li d s
Se a l c e n t er o f lid w / t a p e :
o n e s t r ip
Se al on e e nd w /t a pe : one s t ri p
R e - p o s it io n : s e a l o t h e r en d /o n e
st rip
Attach two tags under tape
P i c k u p : a t t a c h 2 s t i c k e r s on
s id e
Te a r t a p e : a t t a c h 2 t a g s o n s i d e
C art o n as id e t o p allet

* M e a s u r e m e n t s in h u n d r e d t h s o f a m i n u t e
* * A d j us te d f o r p r o d u c t i o n t i m e l o s t
t h r o u g h f a t i gu e , r e s t e t c .

2

02
09
13
14
06
13
07

.02
.09
11
.15
.05
.14
12

S h ip p in g
Rat e F ix ed 1.0 11

Nu m b er o f O b s erv at io n
3
4
5 6 7 8 9
.01
.09
.13
.14
.06
.14
.07

.02
.09
.11
.16
.05
12
.09

.02
.09
12
.16
.05
.13
.09
.

Cart o n to b en ch
F o ld b a ck fo u r lid s
P ro d u c t A t o t ab le
R em it t ag -cu t co rd w / p liers

1

.

St ud y S tarted

Elem en t
Des crip t io n o f Elet n en t
No .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dep artment

.

Ob s erver

P a c k i n g P r o d u c t "A ! '

.09
.14
.04
14
.09

10

Standard
Rat e * *
.011
.026
.054
.089
.029
.073
.051

,

J o b Des c rip t io n

OBS E R V A TI O N R E C O R D

.

JOB

27 . 3 2 . 2 8 . 2 7 . 2 8

.082

09 . 1 0 . 0 9 . 0 9 . 1 0
16 . 15 . 16 . 15 . 15

.026
.043

25 . 2 6 . 2 3 . 2 7 . 2 6
28 . 2 6 . 2 9 . 2 5 . 2 7

.070
.078

29 . 3 1 . 30 . 30 . 2 8
16 . 13 . 15 . 14 . 15

.085
.037

19 . 19 . 17 . 19 . 18
21 . 2 0 . 20 . 2 1 . 2 0
15 . 14 . 17 . 16 . 1 5

.055
.051
.039
.899
. 112
* 1. 011

12 % R e s t a n d D e l a y
S t a n d a r d t i m e p e r u n it p a c k e d

EXHIBIT 2
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either included in determining the standard performance rate or discarded entirely.
The human element becomes a factor when choosing the number of observations
to be included in computing the standard for an activity, but the small margin
of error which creeps in is largely offset by the information which becomes
available through comparison of standards to performance and analysis of
variances.
As the standard rate for each element was computed it was recorded in the
final column, totalled, and adjusted for production time lost through fatigue,
rest, interruptions, and other normal factors by 12 per cent of the total. This
figure was an average among 200 employees studied. The final standard time
obtained represented the time necessary to pack one unit of Product A. Before
the rate was finally accepted, it was "placed on trial" and checked by a standards
committee. The rate per unit produced was then converted into dollars and
cents as the standard labor cost rate per unit produced, as follows:
Standard time per unit (Exhibit 1)
Standard units produced per hour
( 1.011 x 60) = approximately
Standard labor rate per hour (assumed)
Standard labor cost per unit _ 1.00 —

1.011 minutes
60 units

$1.00
.016

60

The material price standard was computed on the basis of three factors:
I. Judgment as to future price behavior.
2. The amount of materials purchased in the prior year.
3. The total cost of material purchased in the prior year.

The material price standard was developed as a standard cost for the cartons
used for packing. Other material needed for packing is negligible and cannot
be measured with any degree of accuracy. It is absorbed by the overhead rate,
which is 150 per cent of the direct labor standard cost. The following illustration will show how material price standard was computed.
During past year:
1000 cartons were purchased @ $3 5
4000 cartons were purchased @ $.90

$ 350.00
3,600.00

5000

$3,950.00
$3,950.00 = . 7 9 0 (average cost per carton)
5000

General market conditions indicated a probable 20 per cent increase in the
price of cartons. On the basis of judgment, this 20 per cent was added to the
average cost per carton, as follows:
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Average cost per carton
20 per cent of average cost
Material price standard for current year

.790
. 158
.948

The cost accounting department then converted the standard units of measurements into dollar value, and consolidated them into one standard rate for computing the standard packing expense per unit packed as illustrated below:
Standard cost per carton
Standard labor cost per unit (see above)
Standard burden ( 150% of standard labor cost)
Standard packing expense rate

.948
.016
.024
.988

Accounting for the Packing Function Under Standards
Costs incurred for the packing functions, materials, labor, and supplies, are
charged to a packing supplies inventory account at the actual cost. When a
unit is packed and shipped out, the standard packing expense applicable to it
is recorded as a credit to the packing supplies inventory account and a corresponding debit is recorded in the packing expense account, which appears in
the cost of sales section of the profit and loss statement. At the close of the
period, an adjustment is made for any difference resulting from a comparison
of recorded material and supplies inventory and actual physical count.
The new adjusted balance on the debit side of the packing supplies inventory
account is compared to the standard expense balance (computed by multiplying
actual units packed and shipped by the standard packing expense rate.) which
is on the credit side and any difference between the two balances is the variance,
which is analyzed only if it is excessive. Fixed costs are not charged to the
packing function but are handled through "natural" accounts, that is, salaries,
depreciation, telephone and telegraph.
Although the installation of a wage incentive system was the basic reason
for applying standards to packing operations, many other advantages have unfolded. The employees working as packers were more satisfied with the new
wage policy based on standards than with the old. Labor standards have improved the quality of the increased number of units produced by these employees. The job audits which are used in establishing standard rates are used
also as a basis for teaching new employees the normal acceptable method of
performing the work. The standard labor rate, itself, indirectly caused the remodeling of the section layout. Changes in the floor layout and methods of
packing came about gradually and they were executed by the employees doing
the packing. Specifically the cartons were stacked closer to the stitching ma408
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chines where the folds of the cartons are clipped together. They were also
stacked neatly according to size so that each man could pick the carton he
needed quickly. The packing tools on each employee's packing bench came to
be placed in order of use and within reaching distance. The working benches
were set in line with the production assembly line, so as to receive the completed
unit with the minimum of handling.
A Performance Incentive for the Branch Manager
The branch operating function includes activities associated with selling and
servicing the company's products. In our case, there are over 65 branches
throughout the United States, with additional sales outlets in Canada, South
America, and Europe. Discussion here relates to domestic branches. From the
managerial point of view, a branch is considered a separate organization which
executes sales and service policies. Hence, each of these branches administers
its own daily operations. However, cost control is centralized in the home office
and branch profliciency is measured by comparing income and expenses against
pre- determined sales and expense standards set by the home office on two factors,
the branch sales quota and its average historical costs.
Here, too, the occasion for standards was incentive compensation, this time
of the branch manager. Branch activities are analyzed on a monthly basis
through a branch Operating Statement (Exhibit 3) as well as a statement of
Service Operations (Exhibit 4) prepared by the branch accounts section located
in the home office. It will be noted that budgetary comparisons of allowances
and actual expense in several categories are provided for. Any large individual
variance is questioned and, if necessary, investigated. In addtion to this monthly
statement of operations, a statement of the Branch Manager's Commission and
Profit Bonus (Exhibit 5) is prepared and analyzed quarterly. This statement
indicates concisely and effectively, the branch manager's performance based on
the income and expense relationship of his branch. This statement is prepared
quarterly, and serves a two -fold purpose. First, it reflects the branch manager's
sales performance compared to quota sales. Secondly, it reflects the operating
efficiency of the branch. If the branch manager does a good job on sales, and
expenses are held to a minimum, he will receive bonus compensation on both
scores. A brief explanation of the items included in this statement will clarify
how they serve as a basis for managerial cost control and computation of the
manager's bonus:
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OPE RAT I NG ST AT E ME NT
Branch
Month

M ana ge r

Month
_ Br anc h Sal e s Op e r ati on
Qu ot a A tt ai ne d
Net

Year to Date
$90,000.

5, 700.
3,000.
50 0 .
30 0 .
9,500.

17,000.
9 1 000.
1 1 50 0.
900.
28,500.

Dire ct Se lling Expe nse s
S a l e s m e n 's S a l a r i e s , C o m m i s s i o n s , e t c.
Sal es m en 's Trav el
Miscellaneous Direct
Total Direct S ales Expenses
Ne t S al e s B udge t ary B al ance or D e fi ci t

9 1 000.
30.
100 .
9,130 .
37 0 .

27,000.
90.
300 .
27,390 .
1, 110.

Branch Ad mini stration
Administrative Allowance
Transportation and Delivery Billed
T otal Administrative Allowances

5 1 10 0.
300 .
5,400.

15, 300.
900.
16, 200.

-

$30,000.

Direct Sales Allowance s
Qu o ta Al l ow a nc e
I n ce n ti v e B on us Al l ow a nc e
Distance Bonus Allowance
D M B o nu s Al lo wan c e
T o t a l D i r e c t S al e s Al l o wa n c e s

-

Adm ini st r at i ve Exp e ns e s
M a na ge rs ' S al ari e s
Sale s T r a i n e r s ' Sa la ri e s
Man agers ' and T rain e rs ' Trav el
Re nt ( al l l oc at io ns )
Cle rical Sal ari es
Transpo rtation and De livery
St at i on e ry an d S u pp l ie s
T e l e phone and T e l e graph
P os t a ge
Li ght , He at , W at e r, et c.
Miscellaneous Administrative
T otal Admi nistrative E xpenses

900.

2,700.

200.
50 0 .
1, 700.
200.
10 0 .
200.
200.
100.
100 .
4,200.

600.
1, 500.
5,100.
60 0 .
30 0 .
600.
600.
300:
30 0 .
12, 600.

Net Administrative Balance or Deficit

1, 200,

3,600,

N e t S e rvi ce B udge t ar y B al ance or D e fi ci t

2,000.

6,000.

$ 3, S 70.

$10,710.

Ne t C o n s o l i d a t e d B u d ge t a r y B a l an c e o r D e f i c i t

EXHIBIT 3
Line No.
I. The salary drawn figure is for one quarter.
2. Sales attainment reflects actual quarterly sales.
3. Contract renewal residue figure is the estimated amount of rental income
based on rented equipment located in the territory. Cancellation of a
410
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SE RV I CE OPE RA T I O N S
B ranc h M an age r
S e rvi ce M anage r

Branch
Month_
Month

Br a n c h S e r v i ce Op e ra t i o n
T o ta l Re nt al s

Ye a r t o D at e

$30,000.

$90, 000.

Di rect Se rvi ce Al lowance s
M e t e r I n spe ct ion Al lo wan ce
M ac hin e I nsp e c tio n I nco me
Service Labor Income
Trave l Expens e B i ll e d
M i sc e l l an e o us E x pe ns e B il le d
Pa r ts an d S u pp l ie s Al lo wan c e
I ns tal lat io n A llo wan ce
T o t al D i r e c t S e rv i ce Al l ow a nc e s

900.
6,400.
70 0 .
10.

2,700.
19, 200,
2 1 100.
30.

200.
590.
8,800.

60 0 .
1, 770.
26, 400.

Di r e ct S e r v i c e E x pe n s e
Service Salaries
Se r vi ce m e n 's T r av e l
M i s ce l la n e ou s D i re c t
To t al D i re ct S e rvi ce E x p en s e s

6, 000.
75 0 .
50.
6, 800.

18, 000.
2, 250.
150.
20, 400.

$ 2,000.

$ 6,000.

Ne t S e rv i c e B ud ge t a r y B al a nc e or De f ic i t

SY M BOLS
- De not e s M e mo F i gure
• - De not es T otal M emo F igure

C

S - De no te s Sub -T otal
T - D e no te s T o tal

De n ot e s R ed Fi gu re or De fici t

EXHIBIT 4
rental contract causes a reduction of the contract residue balance. Rental
contracts acquired during the current year are not reflected as an increase in the current contract renewal residue balance. The increase will
affect the residue balance for the following year. The sale of tha rental
equipment however, is recorded in the year in which it occurred. The net
effect of this procedure is to encourage sales and to maintain rental contracts once the rental equipment is sold.
4. The total of Lines 2 and 3 is the actual sales and rental activity for the
quarter, where rental activity is rental quota minus cancellations.
5. The total salary quota assigned is the quarterly sales quota against which
the total of Line 4 is compared.
6 -7. The excess over quota is the basis for commission computation.

If there is a deficiency, no commission is computed.
8. Shows the profit or loss on branch operations for the quarter, i.e., commissions less expenses.
9. (Self explanatory.)
10-11. Reflects the share of the profit or loss on branch operations chargeable to
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the branch m a n a ge r .

Th e a v a i l a b l e s h a r e t o t h e m a n a g e r w i l l b e t h e m a x i-

m u m c o m p u t e d f i g u r e . H o w e v e r , it m u s t n o t e x c e e d t h e m a n a g e r ' s c o m m is sio n s h a r e a p p e a r i n g on Lin e 7.
12. R e f l e c t s t h e t o t a l
t o th e m a n a ge r .

c o m m is s i o n

and

share

of

bu d ge t ar y

b a la n c e ava ila b le

Budgetary and Historical Standards for Branch Activities
Several kinds of standards are needed for measuring branch operations. First,
there is the standard measuring the amount of income which should be earned
under existing conditions and, secondly, there is the standard measuring operating costs under existing conditions. At this point some flexibility in method
of approach is encouraged for adequate solution of the over -all problem. A
scientific standard obtained through time and motion studies cannot be usefully
applied as a measuring rod for sales income and certain types of administrative
expenses. In view of this fact, this company uses the branch sales quota for
measuring branch sales and budgeted allowances based on average historical
costs are used for measuring and controlling administrative costs.
In setting this type of standard, the company determined factors which could

STATEMENT

OF

BR AN CH

Manager

MA N AG ER'S

COMMISS ION

AND

PROFIT

Fo r th e p erio d

Br a nc h

BO NUS

to

1. S a l a r y D r a w n

$

3, 000.

COMMISSION
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

S a l e s at t a in m e n t a s p e r s t at em en t o f ac co u n t
C o n tract ren ewal resid u e
To t a l - L i n e s 2 a n d 3
TO T A L S A L A R Y Q U O TA A S S I G N E D
Ex c e s s o r d e f i c i e n c y ( r e d ) - o n s al a r y q u o t a a s s ig n e d
C O M M I S S I O N 2. 87 % o n e x c e s s o f s a l a r y q u o t a
assign ed - Lin e 6
SHAR E

OF

BR A NC H

OFFICE

BUD G E TA R Y

90,000.
7,000.
25,000.

$1,664.60
BALA NCE

8. C o n s o l id a t e d b r a n c h o f f i c e b u d g e t a r y b a l a n c e o r d e f ic i t
(re d)
9. C o m p u t a t io n o f s h a r e in b r a n c h o f f i c e b u d g e t a r y b a l a n c e
o r d ef i c it ( re d )
12. 90 %
10 . M a x i m u m s h a r e o f b r a n c h o f f i c e b u d g e t a r y b a l a n c e i f
a n y - 25 % o f L in e 7
11. S h a r e o f b r a n c h o f f i c e b u d g e t a r y b a l a n c e o r d e f i c i t ( r e d )
It e m 9, or 10 if m a x im u m
or
I t e m 9 if a r e d f i g u r e
12. To t a l C o m m i s s i o n a n d S h a r e o f B u d g e t a r y B a l a n c e L i n e s 7 a n d 11

OR

DEFICIT

10, 710.

1,381. 59
4 1 6 . 15

4 1 6 . 15
$2,080. 75

EXHIBIT 5
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be considered to reflect what sales volume should be under existing conditions.
It chose two internal bases which were directly associated with branch sales and
two external bases which were directly associated with outside statistical surveys.
Each of these chosen indices was weighted in relation to the other and the
resulting combined percentage figure represented the percentage of sales potential of the United States applied to the specific branch. These four factors were
used in determining the branch sales quota:
I. An average 3 -year record of past performance.
2. An average 3 -year record of sales.

3. A count of business establishments in
various size groups.
4. A "buying power index" based on quotas
established by members of an industry
manufacturers association.

For the first of the above factors, the company determined the total quota
values of its equipment sold and in use in the entire United States over the past
30 years. Then the branch's per cent of sales for the same period was given a
30 per cent weight in deciding the branch quota. For the second factor, the
company determined what the recent sales performance had been by making the
same study as for the first factor for the three years prior to the special period.
This period was used to eliminate special influences during the period which
particularly increased sales. The percentage thus arrived at was given a 20 per
cent weight. The third factor was a study of selling opportunities as determined
by a count of manufacturers, retailers, wholesalers, etc., in each county, rating
them as sales opportunities according to a specified number of employees. After
finding the United States total, the number in each branch territory gave the
company the per cent represented by the territory to the United States as a whole.
This factor was given a 20 per cent weight. The final factor was a buying power
index compiled by other companies in the industry, which was given 30
per cent weight. It represents the combined average sales quota the industry
expects from each county in the United States. The weighting which has been
noted for each factor was determined by the top sales executives, based on their
judgment and experience. An example of application of the factors is as follows:
BRANCH A

Rating
Weight

.88
x 30%
.264

Factor

Factor

Equipment in
Service
+

3 Year
Average
1.10
x 20%
.220

+

Factory 4

Business Establishment Count

Industry
Index

.88
x 20%

.94
x 30%

.176

+

.282

=

Factor[

.942%

The company uses a simple and effective accounting procedure. Reports and
summaries are quickly and easily compiled for management and the people
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working with this accounting system are not wading through a maze of intricate
accounts. The company has geared its accounting procedure to record branch
transaction under three basic classifications: direct selling expenses, direct service expenses, and administrative expenses. Direct selling expenses are those incurred directly in making a sale. They are salesmen's commissions, salesmen's
travel, etc. Direct service expenses are expenses incurred directly in servicing the
product. They are servicemen's salaries, servicemen's travel expenses, etc. Administrative expenses are both the usual fixed and controllable charges incurred
in administering the branch. All selling, service, and administration charges are
recorded in subsidiary functional accounts at actual cost. The control account is
classified as a branch clearance account.
At the end of each month, the total expenses are cleared out to the proper
expense accounts. Direct selling expenses are charged to a branch operating
expense selling account, and direct service expenses are charged to a branch
operating expense service account. The total administrative expenses are apportioned to branch selling expense and to branch service expense. The apportionment percentages are computed on the basis of the amount of money needed
by each area of operation to function properly.
Control by Character of Cost
We have noted how costs for two distribution functions of very different
character can be adequately controlled and analyzed by using suitable standards.
Packing costs are measured by establishing scientific standards (time and motion
study) and using them in the accounts, whereas cost control for branch operations in achieved by comparing actual costs against budgeted allowances. In
these instances, management has faced the challenge of controlling costs for distribution functions with imagination, boldness, and flexibility. Each problem
has been surmounted by choosing the proper tools and using them efficiently.
With the increas..ig complexities of competition this sort of management action
will be necessary in an increasing number of directions for achieving a profitable
going- concern.
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How an Airline Uses Its Operating Statistics
by J. A. MURPHY
Manager of Statistics, Operating Base, United Air Lines, Denver, Colorado

The fascinating picture of the official daily briefing room of a large
air transportation company it given in ibis article, which describer
the relatively simple source documents which flow to the operating
base from the line stations and their prompt summarization, through
use of electronic equipment, into significant reflections of existing
situations and developing trends. Illustrations are provided of some
of the reports supplied to management in this way.

hour by hour
I need for centralizedthecontrol
of its
N ORDER TO MEET

vast transportation system, the statistical department of United Air Lines
is located at the Company's operating
base established in Denver, Colorado,
in 1948. It was positioned there so
that flight and load statistics could be
collected currently. These statistics
serve in reporting to the Government,
in compiling financial statements and
supplementary cost studies, and in
forecasting economic trends. In addition, much emphasis has been placed
on developing management control
tools from the same information. To
this last -named purpose attention is
given in this article.
Each Morning in the Briefing Room

One of these tools is the Company's
unique briefing room which is centrally located at the operating base,
enclosed by large plate glass windows.
Through these windows is visible a
view from the outside of the room of
NOVEM BER, 1956

the system map, which is eight feet
high and twenty feet wide, on which
are outlined United's routes and the
71 cities it serves. Here, each morning
at 8:30, the operating executive staffs
at Denver meet for a 15 minute briefing on operating irregularities as they
occurred during the previous 24 hours
and for a forecast review of operating problems for the succeeding 24
hours. Only irregularities are highlighted during the briefing session.
The briefing is presented by four
technicians —a representative from meteorology, a representative from line
maintenance, a representative from
passenger service and a representative
from base dispatch.
System -wide weather trends are
pointed out to management, forecasted for a 24 hour period. Maintenance irregularities for the previous
24 hours are explained. Customer
service for the same period is carefully
reviewed, high - lighting delays, cancellations and passenger handling. Equipment and scheduled operation status
415

for the succeeding 24 hours are forecasted.

are maintained currently throughout
the day so that management can fol-

To supplement these reports and to

low each irregularity closely. The map

summarize the 24 hours of activity for
management, detail data are posted on

is magnetized and, by using magnetic
airplane models, we can locate our entire fleet as it operates across the coun-

the light panels bordering the wall
size aeronautical map of the United
States. This map is coded currently at
the key terminals with small signal
lights so as to display maintenance,
weather and passenger service conditions. For example, a green light would
indicate a critical maintenance workload. A red light means either instrument flying or that the station is closed.
A white light would indicate passenger- handling delays. The light codes

try. In fact, it is possible to portray
any operational situation desired.
One of the posting panels is devoted to equipment status (Exhibit 1).
There, on a designated day, the scheduled fleet assignment, listed by type
of equipment, may show a total fleet
of 180 airplanes. However, only 138
may be assigned to scheduled operation. To the right of the fleet list is
a sununary of plane arrivals and re-
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DAILY SUMMARY
OPERATIONS
DELAYS OVER 30 MI N UTE S BY CAUSE
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EXHIBIT 2

leases at the maintenance base in San
Francisco where all overhauls and major project work are accomplished.
Next, equipment reserves for scheduled operations as of 0800 (eight
o'clock) each morning are listed. A
24 hour summary of aircraft maintenance keys the activity depicted in the
lower table listing planes currently undergoing one hundred hour routine
maintenance checks. Directly across
the panel are listed planes taken out
of service irregularly between checks,
with reasons and estimated times of
returns to service. Planes which have
been at the station for maintenance
over 36 hours are listed in the critical
columns.
N O V E M B E R , 1956

The other posting panel is devoted
to performance activity (Exhibit 2 ) .
Activity indicators give management a
quick summary of the overall job per formed. For example, total miles
flown are compared to scheduled miles
to arrive at the mileage completion
factor. Similarly, actual departures are
compared to scheduled departures for
a departure completion factor. The
passenger and cargo load factors indicate facility utilization. Arrival per formance is a reading taken at the ter mination of each trip to determine
service performed. (It is felt that 70
per cent of trips arriving on time or
within 15 minutes of published schedule time is a reasonable goal.) The
417

passenger service index is a weighted
evaluation considering delays over 30
minutes, cancellations and passenger
handling related to total passengers
carried. Cancellations by type of
equipment clarifies the picture of fleet
utilizations. Removals are summarized
both by oversales and by operation.
Delays over 30 minutes are listed by
cause and by type of equipment. Cancellations and late departures are listed
as a per cent of station departures.
The Honolulu service, United's only
over -water operation, is followed trip by -trip, giving performance and passengers carried compared to that of
the previous week. Any trip that is
excessively late is listed, designating
type and time of delay at each station
involved.
How Information Flows Into the
Operating Base; Electronic Processing

Because the means are unique, it is
interesting to learn just how this information is collected and some of

EXHIBIT 3
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the many ways in which it is presented
to management. Let us start with a
typical station operating organization
and see how passenger operations are
related to the responsibilities of the
Denver base (Exhibit 3). It will be
seen that it all begins when a potential customer visits one of the city
downtown traffic offices. He requests
a round trip ticket. Confirmation is
made by our telephone sales of ice.
He then reports to the Passenger Terminal where he checks his ticket and
baggage. That information is transmitted to the load planner who is responsible for properly allocating passenger and cargo weights. Other responsibilities are now involved. Line
maintenance is responsible for having
an operational plane ready for schedule departure. Ground service is responsible for loading cargo and passengers. The local dispatch office is
responsible for having the captain
and crew report one hour prior to
plane departure and properly dispatching the trip.
The station coordinator does not enter the picture if there are no irregularities and the trip departs on schedule. If there is a slight delay, he may
elect to set up a new departure time,
coordinate it among his group and notify down -line stations of the change.
However, if there is a serious delay involving substitution of equipment or
"over- flying," the coordinator must
clear through the operating base here
in Denver. Both the space and conf

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

trol unit, making customer service and
economic decisions and the base dispatch unit, determining the flying capabilities of crew and equipment, must
be consulted and must agree as to a
revised operation. The coordinator informs his group of the new departure
and the downline stations are notified.
All of this information is received
in our statistical department, where it
is included in the summaries to be presented in the briefing room the next
morning. The greater part of our information is being extracted from two
source documents transmitted via our
own telemeter system to the statistical
department at Denver from strategic
points over the entire system in a continuous stream which never stops. The
first of these is the flight movement
message, designed to provide the dispatch unit with in -flight times for
each plane. This message gives the
trip number, the date, the plane number, the station involved, the time the
wheels touch the runway, any delay on
the ground in minutes, the cause for
the delay and the gas load. From this
source (actually an automatic copy of
the field message), we compile the inflight time for each plane, which is
then transmitted to the dispatch office for official logging. At the same
time, all performance information is
being extracted and posted for summary. Also received at the statistical
department on its own set of printers,
is the companion message to flight
movement i. e., the load dispatch. This
NOVEMBER, 1956

message contains the pounds of mail,
express, freight, company material,
baggage, number of revenue and non revenue passengers, loaded at the station, out of the station and destined
for down -line stations.
The statistical department receives
3,500 of these two types of messages
daily. Well over 100,000 different
figures are extracted and it is possible
to summarize the information by type
of service and by type of equipment
within 3 hours. This is accomplished
through the use of electronic accounting machines. At each schedule
change, a pattern card for each departure is cut and, as information is received from the field, it is keypunched
into the pattern card. In this way, this
detail for each trip for each day is
made available: the flight number, the
originating station, the next station,
the date, plane number, actual time on
the field, at the blocks, away from the
blocks and off the field times, any
ground delay in minutes (and the reason), a coded comparison to allotted
ground times, a coded comparison of
actual to published scheduled arrival
and departure times, the minutes
flown between the two stations and a
coded comparison of actual to pattern
flying time, pounds of mail, express,
freight, and the number of revenue
and non- revenue passengers loaded unloaded, and out of each station. The
information is listed by trip by station
in 15 day periods. The listing is microfilmed making it possible to store 5
419
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EXHIBIT 4

years of detail in an ordinary filing
cabinet drawer and, in two minutes, it
is possible to find the flight and load
information for any specific trip at
any specific station.
Reports Which Serve Present
and Future Needs

A few of the reports merit description, briefly, for their usefulness in
control or in meeting requirements of
the law or in both objectives. From
the detail which must be reported to
the Civic Aeronautics Board, we are
able, merely by resorting and summarizing the punched cards prepared from
source documents, to obtain 90 different reports each month as by420

products without one single bit of additional posting. The flight statement (Exhibit 4) is an example of
this. The revenue passenger miles and
cargo ton miles collected for the board
are merely extended by yield rates to
arrive at monthly revenue figures. This
report is submitted within 10 days
after the end of the month. Exhibit 5
shows one of 16 pages of a flight load
report required by law to be submitted
to the government each month. Thirty
days are allowed for compiling this
report.
In order that United's president
may have on his desk the operating
daily profit or loss figures by 0900
(nine o'clock) each morning, daily
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 5

activity figures are summarized and
forwarded to Chicago within 3 hours
of the midnight cut -off, showing revenue passenger miles, mail ton miles,
express ton miles, freight ton miles,
revenue airplane miles, available miles,
NOVEMBER, 1956

and passengers carried, broken down
by type of service and type of equip ment. Within the same 3 hours, the
daily performance figures are summarized for the briefing session and telemetered to the executive offices in
421

Chicago and our Maintenance Base at
San Francisco.
A weekly operations report serves as
a management control tool to give
a reading on every pertinent phase of
operations, summarized as to system
performance and recapped by equipment. The current week is shown in
black compared to the previous week
shown in red. This report is submitted 3 days after the period covered,
Sunday through Saturday. "Vu- graph"
charts are maintained on all significant
phases of the op e r a t i on s report.
These charts are used by a Senior
analyst, in pointing up pertinent
trends, in his weekly presentation to
management on operation perform-

flight and load reports has proved
so effective that similar procedures are
being initiated in other fields. Already,
the maintenance group has benefited
from the weekly "irregular" out of
service reports. A message denotes the
time the plane was taken out of service, the cause, and the time returned
to service. These incidents are classified and tallied. Weekly tallies are
compared to a 4 -week moving average
of classified incidents. Apparent
build -ups of adverse situations disclosed by this data permit the maintenance department to correct defects
quickly, many times before they become a serious influence.
In order that the flight crew times
may be consistent with the plane
ance.
One of the most effective by -prod- times, crew legality and payroll recucts of the flight and load report is ords are derived from the flight
a display of the weekly load factor by movement message. A crew assignsegment. It is the sales tool submit- ment message is forwarded to Dented to the plans merchandising staff ver at departure time of a flight, givin Chicago on Monday morning, cov- ing the names of the captain and his
ering the previous week, Sunday crew. At the crew change point, the
through Saturday. It is coded as to in -flight time is compiled and returned
weekly load factors for each segment to the field. File numbers are assigned
flown —over 90 per cent in green, 90 to individual crew names and routed
per cent to 70 per cent in blue, 70 per to the payroll records department.
per cent to 50 per cent in black and From these same cards, reports on
50 per cent and less in red. The crew utilization, lists of actual flying
merchandisers scan this report, pick time for realistic scheduling, and
out the critical segments, plan spot special studies for union negotiations
advertising in low areas, and arrange are compiled.
for second sections and new schedules
The mail claim to the U. S. Post
Office Department is submitted by the
for high -load factor areas.
The technique used in collecting statistical department each month. The
and summarizing information for Post Office Department insists this in422
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formation be extracted from special
field reports. Although somewhat of
a duplication to the load dispatch information which is used for the Civil
Aeronautics Board report, this provides
a good check as to the accuracy of
United's reporting systems. The mail
ton miles arrived at from the load dispatch reported to the board of the

termined from actual accomplishment
during the preceding year. Since daily
postings are pertinent to top management only when they fall outside of the
upper and lower control limits, the
charts are keyed with a red backing
for poor performance and a green
backing for an improvement over last

year.
As a summary for management, a
way trip report submitted to the Post set of administrative control charts is
Office D e p a r t m e n t a re consistently
compiled each month covering the
within .6 of 1 per cent of each other. fields of revenue and cost, flight and
In anticipation of jet- operations, a load, system performance, utilization
special in -flight delay analysis is being and competitive comparisons. This inmade from reports submitted by each formation is set forth in tabular form.
captain at the termination of his trip. Its contents is reproduced in Exhibit 7.
It summarizes factors such as instru- Many other management aids are dement departures, detours, and air traf- veloped.
mail ton miles compiled from the one -

fic control delays, which will play an
important part in accommodating the
criticalness of gasoline consumption.
To further aid management, daily
equipment delays (Exhibit 6) are
NT
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maintained in the briefing room,
measuring on -time performance, delays, and oversales against norms deNOVEM BER, 1956
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EXHIBIT 8
The Reporting System Is in
Continuous Evolution

Constant research is carried on using all of this information and special
presentations are continually being
made to interested groups. For example, studies were conducted following
the inauguration of the Convair fleet,
comparing actual performance to objectives, designed to integrate that
fleet into regular operation. One of
the summary charts for this is shown
in Exhibit 8.
These are some of the important
management control tools developed
through the statistical application of

424

operating data collected at the base,
derived from a summarization of
some 3,500 copies of 2 basic documents received daily into some 90 different reports for government and
management. United Air Lines is particularly aware of the importance of
complete, accurate and current operating information necessary in controlling its vast, far -flung transportation system. This information is used
not only to quicUy adjust to changing
conditions but also to determine operating efficiency and to forecast future
requirements.
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Predetermining Workload for Cost Control
in Aircraft Modification and Repair
by DAVID EPSTEIN
Director of Cost Control, Hayes Aircraft Corporation, Birmingham, Ala.

Many of the accounting methods applied by aircraft companies in
achieving cost control have a stimulating quality. The advanced
methods here described —which are based on standards for jobs difficult to standardize and which depend on rapid processing of data
by machine methods —form what might be called an open -end procedure, in that its extension from labor load to material control is in
process and its adaptation to overhead is envisioned.

the system of
T cost controldescribes
used by an "industrial
HIS PAPER

facility" engaged primarily in the
modification and repair of aircraft for
the United States Air Force. The
term "industrial facility" is an Air
Force designation used to identify private enterprises doing work for the
Department of Defense under government contracts. As in any other
competitive business, our continued operation is dependent upon low cost
performance, quality workmanship
and the ability to meet production
schedules.
The Company: Its Work and
Special Problems

The phenominal growth of this
company from its inception in 1951
to its present strength of 7,500 employees was accompanied by numerous
problems, such as:
I. An inadequate supply of adequately
trained labor in an area significantly removed from aircraft industrial centers.
2. Ineffective communication between vari-

NOVE MBE R, 1 956

ous departments and different levels of
supervision, a typical result of rapid expansion.
3. Inadequate production- end -cost statistics
when needed.
4. Lack of standards against which performance could be adequately evaluated.
5. Overhead costs in excess of those considered satisfactory by management.

From the beginning, management
recognized the need for information
which would be timely, comprehensive,
and readily usable, and which would
provide a means for estimating, planning, scheduling, and controlling production in a manner which would result in control of costs. Considerable
progress toward these goals was made
during the period following the corporation's organization, but it was not
until 1954 that a decision was made
to institute a formal cost control program, utilizing modern punched card
methods as an aid in the scientific
control of operations.
The diversity and nature of work
being accomplished by the company
create problems which do not con425

front a manufacturer of new products.
For example, during the first years
that this facility performed Air Force
maintenance work, the work to be
done on a particular aircraft was thus
limited to a large extent to that set
forth in Air Force directives for accomplishment on aircraft having flown
a particular number of hours. However, current Air Force policy under
the "Iran" concept (inspect and repair as necessary) while effecting a
reduction in Air Force expenditures
for maintenance, has imposed on the
contractors who are awarded overhaul
contracts the additional burden of determining what work should be accomplished on each aircraft.
That this may differ widely will be
clear if it is noted that our cost control
program now encompasses four distinct types of aircraft, each type having
several models— fourteen in all —being potentially usable for more than
one purpose, depending upon the particular Air Force Command to which
the aircraft was assigned. Moreover,
the condition of the aircraft when received at this facility and non - standard
repairs made in the field further compound the likelihood of non- standardization of work to be done by the company. Still further, the cost control
system adopted had to be designed
to take into consideration the rapid
changes in aircraft design which characterizes the aircraft industry, the tremendous number of parts assembled
in each airplane as well as the varia426

tions just noted in types, makes, and
models of planes to be processed, and
the need for strict quality control to
insure safety of flight. Methods adopted had to assure uninterrupted operation of our production lines, which
operate on a master schedule calling
for the completion of an average of
four aircraft a day. Furthermore,
plans allow for placing each airplane
in the production lines within 24 hours
after its arrival, thus requiring that
each plane be scheduled to arrive at a
specific time.
The cost control tools discussed in
the paragraphs which follow are being refined and expanded continually
as our supervisory employees become
more experienced in their use and
evolve solutions to the problems which
they encounter.
Specifically, we had to provide for:
I. Predetermination of the work to be performed on each aircraft and the standard number of hours required for its
completion.
2, Comparison of actual performance time
by job, by ship, and by work station,
against standard.
3. Predetermination of material requirements.
4. Providing control information to line supervision and to management.
Predetermination of Work Load:
Three Phases

The basic tool used in establishing
the manhours required to process an
airplane through this facility is a tabulating equipment job card. It is prepared in appropriate decks, as will
be noted in this section of the article.
It is used in connection with the checkN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

list and station register, which are listed
from these job card decks. Predetermination of our work is accomplished in
three major steps or phases. They are:
I. Determination of fixed work requirements.
2. Determination of work required to incorporate engineering improvements and
modifications on each aircraft.
3. Determination of work required to "inspect and repair as necessarry" each aircraft.

The term, fixed work, refers to that
work which must be performed on
every airplane received. For example,
operating items such as gauges and instruments may have to be removed
and bench checked, power plants must
be checked and possibly replaced, landing gears must be examined, and certain pieces of equipment replaced after
a specified number of operating hours
or calendar months. Using historical
information developed by our company
and information obtained from Air
Force publications, a detailed listing
of the fixed work requirements of
each type aircraft was prepared as a
starting point for the development of
the punched card cost and production
control program. From this listing of
work which could be anticipated, a
master deck of job cards was prepared.
A separate job card, carrying its own
number, was prepared for each job
which we are required to perform under the fixed work classification on
each particular type of aircraft which
we process. The next step was to determine the standard number of man hours required to complete the work
called for by each job card. After
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these standards were obtained, they
were key punched into the appropriate
job cards for use in estimating required manhours by work station.
As each airplane arrives at this facility, it is inspected by an inspection
group comprised of representatives of
quality control, engineering and production control units. This group uses
a tabulated listing of fixed work requirements, prepared from the master
deck of job cards mentioned in the
preceding paragraph. This listing of
fixed work requirements is appropriately marked by the inspection group
to show the jobs which are to be performed on the particular ship being
inspected and is, thereafter, referred
to as a "shakedown log." It is subdivided by aircraft compartment in
order to facilitate the work of the
inspection group and to make it more
useful in accomplishing the required
work. When this log has been completed, the job cards needed are pulled
from the master deck. Input information is now available so that high
speed accounting machines can list the
fixed work to be performed on each
airplane, the standard manhours required for each job and the total
standard hours required for each aircraft at each work station.
The second phase of workload determination relates to engineering improvements and aircraft modifications
called for. These changes are primarily to better equip the aircraft for its
mission or to convert it to other uses
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and generally necessitate structural
changes and alterations to the aircraft's configuration. For the workload here, the tabulating section maintains another master deck of pre punched cards, this time for each engineering change or modification (technical order) applicable to each make
and model airplane. Each of the cards
shows substantially the same information with regard to each job to be
accomplished as is shown by the cards
in the fixed work group. Standards
applicable to each technical order are
punched in the individual cards for
use in comparing performance time
against anticipated time, for determining standard manhours required in
each work station, and for compiling
various statistical reports to be used
by supervision and management in
controlling manufacturing operations.
Here again, the determination of
workload takes place upon plane arrival when the make, model and serial
number of the plane are furnished to
the tabulating section. Within two
hours, a listing of the technical orders
applicable to the particular plane is
prepared from the master deck and delivered to the historical records section of the quality control department.
Inasmuch as this listing is made mechanically from pre- tested basic information, it is accurate and the danger of omitting a vital technical order
is reduced to a minimum. This listing
is compared in the records section
against the log of the newly arrived
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ship to determine which of the applicable technical orders have been accomplished at some prior date. The remaining jobs on the list, i.e., those not
previously accomplished, constitute the
work to be performed. The tabulating
section pulls the job cards describing
the work to be done and lists each one.
From this listing the production control unit determines the availability of
the necessary parts or kits required
and the list also forms the basis for
requesting procurement action and the
issuance of a manufacturing order for
parts to be manufactured.
The third and final phase of work
load determination is the most difficult because there exists no means of
establishing in advance (as with the
first two phases) the work which must
be accomplished on each aircraft. In
order to obtain a starting point, a listing of all defects or "discrepancies"
usually found on each aircraft of a
particular make, type and model was
prepared. Standards were then established for each potential job shown
on this listing and the information
transferred to a master deck of pre punched job cards similar to the ones
prepared for the work described in
the preceding sections of this paper.
Our original listings of potential discrepancies averaged approximately 10,000 items for each make of aircraft.
New job cards are added to this deck
continually as new discrepancies are
discovered during the inspection and
manufacturing process. Similarly, job
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

cards for defects which do not repeat
are removed from the master deck. It
is used to run a checklist on which
the inspection group indicates for each
plane received all work that must be
accomplished by sections of the ship,
thus providing a log of repair jobs to
be performed. From this, as in the
other phases of workload determination, the tabulating department selects
the job cards showing required standard manhours by job, by ship and by
work station. These cards are also used
to reproduce the job cards needed for
the particular ship on the production
floor.
A Workload Register for Each Plane;
Added and Defective Work

The job cards identified from the
checked listings discussed in the preceding sections of this paper in connection with the three phases of workload determination, are segregated to
prepare a final listing of work to be
accomplished on a given aircraft, as
shown by the station register in Exhibit
1. This listing is made by work station
in job number sequence and constitutes what is known as a station register. A separate bound register is prepared for each ship to be processed
and becomes the vehicle used by production control, manufacturing and
quality control departments for all
work to be performed on each plane.
It shows the standard manhours required for each job, by aircraft and
by work station, as well as the total
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manhours for all jobs to be completed
on the ship by work station. The register accompanies the ship through the
production line and eventually reaches
our historical records section where it
is used to prepare a permanent log.
The job cards used to run the station
register are also used to reproduce pre punched job cards for use by the manufacturing department as authority to
perform the work described and as a
medium for recording the actual time
required to accomplish each job.
The procedures which eventuate in
the station registers have been sucessful in predetermining most of the work
necessary for each aircraft. However,
the nonstandard nature of the task
confronting us makes it virtually impossible to locate all discrepancies on
any given aircraft when it is first inspected. For example, the removal of
a panel in the aircraft for repair might
expose damage not visible to the inspectors on the original "shakedown ".
In order to facilitate the correction of
si:ch discrepancies after the aircraft
has been started through the production line, our production control
department is authorized to prepare
hand - written so- called "blue- line" job
cards as authority for the manufacturing department to do the necessary additional work. These cards are identical to the prepunched job cards except
for color marking. When these cards
reach the tabulating section, they are
key punched in the same manner as
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the prepunched job cards furnished for
the preplanned work.
It is the responsibility of the cost
control department to analyze all blue line job cards to determine why they
were issued and whether or not a
standard job card should be added to
the cost control system as a regular
item of work, with an established
number of manhours for its accomplishment. In the early stages of centralized cost control, it was necessary
to issue many blue -line cards. This indicated some weaknesses in the predetermining of our workload. These
cards have now been reduced to a minimum, an accomplishment which has
done much to assure the success of our
cost control program.
Defective work is of like importance and somewhat similarly handled.
The manufacturing department prohibits its employees from re -doing any
job found to be defective or to remake any part spoiled in the manufacturing process, without first obtaining a hand - written "red- line" card
from the appropriate production supervisor, which is processed as the
blue -line ones are. Each one must be
signed by the supervisor who authorizes the work. In this manner, manufacturing supervision is given advance
notice of work representing lost time
and has an opportunity to take immediate action to prevent a reoccurence.
The analysis and control of red -line
cards is another important function of
our cost control department.
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How the Information Is Used for
Aggressive Cost Control

This workload information is thoroughly used for cost control by being
collated with performance data in the
manner now to be described. (Exhibit
1, Production and Cost Control Flow,
reflects the basic data accumulation
process which has been narrated to
this point). As has been explained,
the cost control department has established the standard number of man hours estimated to be required for the
accomplishment of each of the jobs
expected to be performed on each type,
make and model of aircraft processed
through this facility. These standards
have been prepunched into each of the
job cards so that they are readily
available for mechanical comparison
against actual time worked. Actual
time worked is determined by entering the starting and stopping time of
each job on the job card by the use of
job clocks. After starting and stopping
times have been entered on the job
cards, they are sent to the timekeeping
section so that time worked can be
computed from the clock punchings.
After this operation has been completed, the cards are transmitted to
our tabulating section where actual
time worked is key- punched into the
cards.
The cards are now ready to be used
as input documents for high -speed accounting machines which prepare listings of all jobs completed, showing
actual time worked as compared to
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

standard hours allowed for each job
by project (contract), by ship, by

work was performed, i.e., Monday's
facts are available at 7 a. m. on Wed-

work station, and by category of work.
Totals of each of these various classifications are accumulated automatically

nesday, it being recognized by management that cost information must be

by the accounting machines. This
finalized information is furnished to
production supervision and cost control on a daily basis and is resummarized at the end of each week. Daily
reports are issued the morning of the
second day following the day that the
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standard hours, actual hours and payroll hours and dollars by project, by
work station, and by aircraft. Another
valuable weekly report furnished
management is a listing by aircraft
number, showing standard hours and
actual hours for each ship on a cumulative basis. These cumulative totals
keep management advised as to the
progress of each ship through the production lines.
Extending the Procedures to
Material Requirements

The work necessary to control materials through the use of punched
cards has not been fully completed. It
is planned to extend the system to
predetermine the parts required for
completion of each of the standard
jobs for which workload is predetermined. This will be accomplished by
identifying the parts needed on each
job and punching the part number
into a tabulating card, which will also
be punched to indicate the number of
the job on which the part is to be used,
the number of parts needed, and the
work station where it will be used.
These cards will then be used to prepare listings by part number, by aircraft, and by work station for the use
of production control, manufacturing,
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and the supply departments. The listings will be prepared well in advance
of the time a given plane is scheduled
to be placed in the production line, so
that availability of parts can be determined in time to prevent a work stoppage.
General Accepfance —and General Use

In this paper, I have attempted to
present the general outlines of our
program for controlling direct labor
and its extension to material costs.
(Overhead cost control is obtained at
the facility through conventional means
and, for this reason, has not been discussed, although, in the future, it is
expected that many of the same cost
control techniques will be employed
in this important area.) It is realized
that our program has not yet reached
all of its objectives. However, there
has been a marked improvement in
overall production efficiency, with accompanying cost reduction, during the
months following its implementation.
It is not possible to pinpoint the
reasons for this progress nor to attribute any given amount of it to specific causes. Rather, we believe it has
resulted from the combined effect of
measures adopted by a cost - conscious
management, as evidenced by its
whole- hearted support.
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ZemerstotheEilitar
STREAMLINED JOB ORDER COSTING

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
W H A T A R E T H E conditions which any cost
accounting system must meet to be worth
while? It mu st be useful and at the same
time economical. If a job order cost system
can meet these conditions, then it can
justify itself even today. To do this a cost
system must use the smallest amount of
time both of the technical personnel —
engineers, planners, and estimators —and
also of the clerical personnel. It must
supply adequate production specifications to

production personnel; these instructions
which have been prepared by the technical personnel must be distributed accurately to all people involved; the system
must provide for recording cost and time
in such a manner as to give greatest control; a successful cost system must give
results accurately and quickly; and all of
these conditions must be met economically.
It takes a good system to provide all this
needed information at a price which limited production can afford.
After reviewing these five conditions, it
would at first seem impossible for a job
order cost system to meet them under the
present high cost of all types of labor.
However, we have found that by using
modern methods of recording and reproducing information quickly and accurately, we
can use job order cost for accurate cost,
effective control, and still keep the system
economical. The founda tion of our system
is a Ditto production order master. This
process was selected because the master may
be prepared by hand or by typewriter,
whichever is better under the circumstances,
a large number of copies can be added
easily, and selected portions of the master
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can be reproduced with a minimum of
delay.
Our technical personnel decides whether
to prepare a production order master by
ha nd to be used a limited number of times
or to have the information transcribed by
a clerk for a maximum of copies. The order
gives complete information about each
item, including material used, each operation required to complete it, the sequence
of operations, the machines from which
the operations will be performed, the speed
to run the machines, the time to be taken
for each operation, etc. In this wa y, we get
the most detailed instructions and the
greatest control without further expenditure
of technical time.
When an order for an item is received,
the production order master is taken from
a file and a variable master is prepared
from the requisition by the shop clerk.
This "variable" master requires only date,
quantity, schedule date, and order number.
The rest of the information is on file and,
when the two masters are combined, it reproduces the information as a unit. This
information is used to prepare a production
order envelope, which goes to the production department as a record of the operations. Included in this production envelope are material requisitions and direct
labor cards for each operation, which have
been prepared from a portion of the production order master. With production
order number and description exactly as
shown on the production order, accuracy is
sure and easy. Time cards are so made
that the production people need only to
record their name and indicate the operation on which they are working.
To record information as it comes from
the work centers, cost copies of the pro
duction order are produced. They are dup433

licates of the production order — master and
"variable" master —with the production machine numbers and speed information deleted. As the material requisitions and
labor cards are received, they are posted to
this cost copy. As each operation is completed, a cost copy showing information of
a particula r operation is posted and sent to
the supervisor in charge of the work center
involved. At the same time the information for each operation is summarized on
copies for the plant su perintendent a nd the
cost department.
Hence, with a minmum of clerical effort,
accurate information is obtained for each
item as it is manufactured, and this information is quickly sent to everyone who can
use it. All of this is done economically
because no information is produced more
than once and is reproduced mechanically
with speed and accuracy. W e believe that
our job order cost system gives us cost information which we need to control our
operations, better than any other method
which we could u se.
GIP I. KIMBALL, JR
KEEPING A COST REDUCTION
SYSTEM PRODUCTIVE

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
CO S T R E D U CT I O N activity is most effective
if it is continuous and has a "built in"
device to keep interest high. If a plant
suggestion system is already in effect, most
clerical and direct labor employees will
have means of transmitting ideas to management. However, there is a group of employees between top management and the
clerical or labor groups who may not be
eligible for su ggestion awards, but who can
do much to help to reduce the cost and
otherwise improve the profits of business.
Coverage of the plan should be broadened
because this source of ideas is a reservoir
which a well- designed cost reduction system
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can tap. Ideas must flow freely from the
originators to those who can and will issue
the necessary instructions to put them into
effect. To k eep ideas flowing, the simplest
of routines should be used for submitting
them.
The ideas received from all of the many
functional groups of a manu factu ring plant
should be channeled through one person,
who might be designated as secretary. This
is necessary to provide a central clearing
house to eliminate duplicate ideas and to
issue consolidated reports of activities and
accomplishments, as well as to insure a
uniform method of operation. When new
ideas are received, a serial number should
be assigned as a means of identification and
to supply ease of reference. An activity
card for each idea received is necessary to
provide a cross reference file to keep ideas
from being shelved, for combining similar
ideas, and to avoid the loss of ideas
through carelessness. In addition to receiving projects, part of the secretary's
duties should include acknowledgement to
the originator so he will know that his
idea is being considered. Receiving the
ideas, editing them, recording of progress
in their application, and the final reporting
of resulting improved performance are duties of the secretary.
In addition to the secretary, who acts as
a hu b in the cost reduction organization, a
committee should be formed from each division of the business. Each of these committees can help put ideas into effect and in
keeping people interested and active. Members of this committee should be employees
who have the necessary authority to issue
instructions or authorize expenditures necessary to ma ke the suggested changes. Another requirement of the committee members is an unbiased mind. A good method
is to have each committee consider all ideas
without the knowledge of who the originator may be. The responsibility of furtherN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ing the processing and submitting of ideas
should be vested in the operating committees. When the committee is made up of
people having supervisory duties, they can
talk directly to employees in their charge.
However, to avoid "apple polishing," ideas
should be sent directly to the secretary for
editing and distribution.
All new ideas should be "talked up"
and expanded whenever it is necessary to
deal directly with the originator. This technique will often create additional thoughts
and possibly new ideas in addition to the
original one. Whenever an idea must be
refused, the greatest of care must be exercised. However, the most difficult problem in any cost reduction program is to
obtain the necessary action to process and
put good ideas into effect. The best practical solution to avoid procrastination is a
budget system. When the operating committee is given a cost reductions budget to
meet, it will not only accept good ideas offered bu t a lso, with only a little additional
guidance from management, develop projects of its own.
The receipt of ideas from the various
areas covered by the committees should
be tabulated and a report made which will
establish competition between committees.
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Reports covering the various facets of a
cost reduction system require good record
keeping. Management needs to know the
"realization percentage" at regular intervals, the current and projected effect of
the program, the kind a nd a mount of open
ideas, the estimated potential savings and
forecast of completion dates. One difficult
part of keeping cost reduction records is
the providing of cross reference between
closed and open projects. It is embarrassing to admit that an idea, previously
closed without a savings, has been suggested by another individual and closed
with a savings. Duplicate cards or codes,
indexed in such a way that they may be
sorted by a machine, or manual methods,
can be u sed.
When a good cost reduction program is
established and working, there will be intangible advantages. The most outsta nding
benefit will be the development of team
work. The opportunity given to individuals
to make suggestions which will be considered by management is a strong stimulant. It opens up new methods of operations and creates a bond or a sense of belonging which is an invaluable morale
builder.
C. K. BOW MAN
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